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Art in Clemson area: it really does exist 
by Chester S. Spell 
Features Editor 
While many complain that the Clemson 
area is unable to attract enough of the 
performing arts and artists, few realize 
that Clemson itself is producing a great 
deal of what it seems to be in so much need 
of. 
The arts and crafts from this and many 
other areas can be found on exhibit in the 
Lee Hall Gallery, according to Tom 
Dimond, Coordinator of Educational 
Media and Exhibits and Curator of the 
Gallery. 
Dimond, an artist himself, has produced 
many "serigraphs" in the past few years, 
which are prints made using a silk screen. 
His work, comprises of multi-colored 
geometrical configurations, can now be 
seen at the Loggia. 
Dimond received his education in art at 
ihe Massachusetts College of Art in Boston 
and at the University of Tennessee. He 
'aught art courses at Winthrop College 
before becoming the art director for the 
National Lampoon magazine. 
Between his art related occupations, 
Dimond reports he has been a public 
school teacher in Greenville, a textile 
worker, and a cab driver. 
Commenting on his serigraphs, Dimond 
said, "All of my work since being in South 
Carolina has been inspired by the simple 
and beautiful forms found within the 
circle. I am intrigued by the many sym- 
metrical and personal forms that can be 
achieved by combining circles. By 
allowing the painting to be removed from a 
rectangular format, I allow them to 
achieve a reality of their own. The shaped 
canvas, rather than being an illusion of an 
abstract reality, become that reality of 
themselves." 
Dimond describes his work as 
separately painting each geometrical 
form, then painting other areas in various 
colors until the work is complete. 
"Theserigraphs which lam now doing," 
Dimond added, "all involve nine circles in 
CLEMSON area art admirers have been 
display at the loggia 
different configurations. The next series I 
plan will deal with circles again, but this 
lime there will be 77 circles in different 
configurations." 
How will Dimond's paintings change in 
the coming years? Dimond comments, 
"The changes in my serigraphs will be 
logical and obvious. I feel that from each 
painting the artist learns something, and 
this is applied to the next painting." 
Ireland Regnier is an artist who has 
been in the Clemson area for the past 15 
years. His work is now on exhibit at the 
Lee Hall Gallery, along with that of other 
artists. Dimond feels that in contrast to his 
geometrical art, Regnier's work "is 
mainly concerned with the aspect of 
death." 
"I want  to make  it clear," Regnier 
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enjoying Tom Dimond's serigraphs on 
explained, "that I don't covet death at all. 
But in many cases I find myself concerned 
with the negative things — the things 
which I consider wrong in our society." 
Regnier added, "I feel that I'm basically 
a positive person painting negative things. 
The type of painting which I produce is not 
the type that a lot of people would hang up 
in their homes, but that is not what I paint 
for." 
Dimond contrasted Regnier's work to 
lhat of other artists which have been on 
display at the Gallery, calling other 
paintings "almost decorative" and more 
"concrete" in contrast to Regnier's more 
subtle creations. 
Regnier, who had done portraits and had 
"gotten sick of them" before he acquired 
his present style, was in Mexico for a long 
period last year. Dimond and Regnier both 
reveal that travels such as that one and 
other life experiences are drawn heavily 
on to influence their paintings. 
Regnier's career at Clemson, which now 
includes teaching art classes, began as an 
instructor in the visual arts. 
"I was hired to • teach architecture 
students visual arts," he noted, "and 
Clemson was one of the first schools to 
require this training in their architecture 
program. I think it has definitely been a 
great help to the students." 
Yet another view of painting and art is 
subscribed to by Bill Earle, who works in 
oil and acrylic painting, in what Earle 
terms "Serendipity painting" which is "an 
intuitive experience for both the artist and 
'.he viewer," Earle said. 
To Earle, the painting is the object 
rather n the object being the painting. 
"The intention of the artist," Earle said, 
"is to involve the viewer in painting 
through ambiguity in order that the viewer 
might have a constantly changing in- 
terpretation or reaction as the painting is 
successively viewed in the future." 
Earle finds the different concepts that 
people have of his paintings the most in- 
teresting part of his work. "People react 
differently to my paintings because of 
their different backgrounds," Earle notes. 
"I certainly do not expect, therefore, for 
everyone to see a painting in the same 
way, and I am not disappointed even when 
some one dislikes a painting. It is their own 
personal interpretation that matters." 
Earle now has his works on display at 
Charles Hopkin's in the Min-Mall.He has 
been creating Serendipity paintings for the 
last five or six years. 
In short, artists of widely different styles 
and purposes can be found working in the 
Clemson area. Dimond commented that 
from his observations of the art scene 
here, "Clemson may have a small art 
department, yet an active one and this 
activity is seen in the many national and 
international exhibitions of art which these 
Clemson artists have participated in." 
Radio station encounters problem with staff 
by Steve Ellis 
News Editor 
and 
Steve Matthews 
Assistant News Editor 
WSBF, Clemson's student radio station, 
became the second media organization 
within a week to be plagued by con- 
troversy and discrepancies rising from the 
suspension of senior staff members. Office 
Manager Gordan Raynal, Music Manager 
David Hendricks and Sports Director Bill 
Walker were disciplined for alleged 
violations of the Federal Communication 
Commission rules concerning indecent 
language. 
Two , senior   staff   members   were 
dismissed from Taps last week, as a result 
of a weekend trip in which five staff 
members took a University car without 
authorization or an out-of-state voucher. 
In the latest incident, that involving 
WSBF, Program Eddie O'Dell, in behalf of 
the Board of Directors suspended the three 
from radio air play for two weeks, in ad- 
dition to being dismissed from senior staff. 
The Board of Directors consist of Business 
Director Denny Langston, Audio Engineer 
James Wieters, Chief Announcer Joseph 
Highsmith, Engineering Director Ronald 
Watt and O'Dell. 
The controversy began when part of a 
cut from the album Woodstock was played 
on the air Wednesday morning, Jan. 14, 
during Jack McKenna's program. 
According to Walker, "The point in 
question is the Fish (Country Joe and the 
Fish Rock Band) cheer. Only uck was 
shouted by the band. You don't really hear 
what the crowd shouts back unless you've 
heard it before. 
"It's like we told them (Board of 
Directors), the first letter was not heard," 
Walker added. "Uck has been said many 
times before. Nothing was said that really 
can be considered obscene." 
To the contrary, O'Dell stated that the 
word was clearly heard in full pronun- 
ciation. 
Elaborating on the tape in question 
Raynal said, "The cartridge was a promo 
for a show which features "mellow 
music." In place of quiet music, a rock 
song by Blue Oyster Cult and the Fish song 
was dubbed in the background." 
Additionally, Dr. Lewis Fitch, technical 
advisor of WSBF, in referring to the in- 
cident told the Tiger, "I don't think we 
have offended anybody." 
(continued to page 11) 
Tigers rip Maryland 
Clemson's basketball team staged one of 
its most important and dramatic victories 
last night by defeating second-ranked 
Maryland on the Terps' home court at 
College Park. For more on the story see 
page 17. 
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Need for Student Media Board evident 
Recent events, which have spurred con- 
troversy and confusion in two of Clemson's 
media staffs, emphasize the pressing need for 
action by the administration on the Student 
Media Association. 
This week, WSBF joined Taps as the second 
student media organization to be tainted by an 
unpleasant controversy involving the removal 
of senior staff members from its staff. The 
Tiger has printed articles concerning WSBF 
and Taps in the hope of clarifying some of the 
facts, and clearing the air of all the rumors 
that have  been  circulating  rampantly. 
The Student Media Association would in- 
clude a Media Advisory Board, a group of 
twelve students, faculty, and administrators 
whose expressed purpose would be to listen to 
media problems and complaints concerning 
budgetary matters .and other problems. 
Possibly, if the board were in existence, the 
incidents at WSBF and Taps could have been 
kept as intra-staff matters, and solutions, 
acceptable to all, could have been reached. 
The Media Board would set up a working 
relationship between the four medias, a 
relationship that badly needs to be established 
after the unfortunate media infighting of the 
past week. 
Another need of each media organization is 
that of an advisor who would work closely with 
each staff. The Tiger meets each week for an 
hour with its advisor, Dr. Louis Henry and has 
yet to have serious problems the nature of 
Taps or WSBF. The Chronicle, working with 
Dr. Mark Steaman, is now recovering from its 
battle of last year with the Student Senate and 
administration that threatened its existence. 
However, those organizations not working 
closely with their advisor have not fared so 
well. Joe Sherman, Taps advisor, has stayed 
at a distance from the offices on the ninth 
level, above the loggia. Dean Walter Cox, 
programming advisor for WSBF, cannot work 
very closely with the radio staff out of 
necessity; he being occupied almost con- 
stantly with his duties as vice president for 
student affairs. 
The problems of Taps and WSBF also bring 
into focus another problem — the fact that 
neither Taps nor WSBF, nor indeed any media 
organization, is prepared to deal with legal 
matters that can arise. 
A course dealing with laws relevant to the 
media, offered to staffs of the respective 
media, could have helped clear up some of the 
confusion involving the latest incidents. 
The course becomes even more important 
when it is realized that although Clemson has 
no journalism or communications major, a 
large number of student media staff members 
go into careers of journalism and com- 
munications. Without some background in 
law, fliese students start their careers un- 
prepared and unaware of possible legal 
problems. 
If anything is to be learned from the events 
of the past weeks, it is that something must be 
done to safeguard history from repeating 
itself. What can be done to prevent future 
media problems of similar natures from 
arising? 
It is hard to say for certain. But a good start 
to a solution would be the creation of the 
Student Media Association. 
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Letters, 
No beer 
Please 
Here is another voice to speak 
against the opening of a night 
club at the Student Union hall. 
The decision to obtain a beer 
license was obviously based on 
ihe idea that you can fool most of 
the people all of the time. The 
students have been convinced 
that a night club would be a boon 
for the campus. However, a night 
club could do nothing but degrade 
ihe surrounding buildings and 
hinder the enjoyment of the 
Union hall by all students. 
The Skylight Lounge, next to 
where the club is to be, is now a 
place where the students can get 
together and talk or read with 
little noise from the surrounding 
activities. The opening of a bar 
behind a glass partition would 
make the noise in the lounge 
unbearable. With a bar in the 
middle of the primary recreation 
spot on campus, it would be 
impossible to go somewhere to 
have fun without being 
surrounded by boistereus drunks. 
With the start of a bar in the 
Union, the purpose of-giving all 
students a place to relax and 
have fun will be deterate, and 
those wishing to escape the at- 
mosphere of alcohol will have Vo 
go heaven knows where. 
On Fri. and Sat. nights, the 
halls of Johnsone are filled with 
such noise that it is sometimes 
impossible to concentrate on 
what you are doing. When a bar is 
opened in the middle of the 
building, the noise level and 
unruliness will undoubtedly in- 
 ! j  
crease. 
I feel many students answered 
"yes" on the questionaire, about a 
beer license because it was a 
novelty. Many of these students 
would answer "no" after they 
had considered the disad- 
vantages, weighed what they 
would lose against what they 
could gain. Would the students 
exchange* a beautiful recreation 
center for a bar? I doubt it. 
Although the license is inevitable 
at this time, the hidden energies 
of the student may come out in 
the future and cause the closing 
of this outrage. 
Stephen M. Jansen 
——
r
— 
Majority 
Rules 
I would like to reply to the 
letter which appeared in last 
week's issue of the Tiger con- 
cerning beer in the new Student 
Union night club. 
Dave Farmer begins his ser- 
mon by stating that although 
there was some opposition voiced 
before the decision, the 
justification was that "most 
other schools allow it." In the 
clearest terms possible, that is a 
bunch of crap. 
Before the resolution was even 
presented to Dean Cox, a poll was 
taken and the majority of the 
students were shown to be in 
favor of the license. The majority 
rules. This happens to be the 
major "justification" for the beer 
license — because the Student 
Union exists to serve the 
students. We can't please 
everyone, so we must seek to 
satisfy the majority. 
During the Board of Trustees 
rrieeting. Butch Trent (director of 
CSU) stated that he had visited 50 
other campuses whose, unions 
had beer licenses. These cam- 
puses, he said, were running 
smoothly and there was no 
trouble. No one had been killed, 
mangled, of transformed- into a 
raving barbaric drunkard. But 
this was only a statement made 
in order to illustrate the fact that 
a beer license; doesn't have to 
mean death and depravity: It was 
not the "justification,""generally 
or otherwise. 
Mr. Farmer proceeded to point 
out the poor location of the night 
club. Yes, perhaps we could have 
built it adjoining Harcombe or 
Schilletter, or perhaps Daniel 
Hall might have lent us their 
auditorium. However, we were 
foolish enough to put it with the 
rest of the Student Union 
facilities, within easy walking 
distance from all sides of cam- 
pus. 
As for the crowds which may 
"spill over" into the halls of 
Johnstone — no way. The seating 
capacity of the night club is 130. 
Student employees will be 
stationed at the doors of the night 
club to turn away any customers ■who wish to enter after full 
capacity has been reached. 
In reply to the comment that 
the money could have been put to 
better use, I must say that Mr. 
Farmer appeared to be running 
out of good reasons. Sure this 
campus needs a lot of things. But 
for five years the main topic 
seemed to be a need for a Student 
Union building. The night club is 
just a part of this long-awaited 
{continued topage 3) 
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Letter from the Editor 
Fulfilling obligations can cause problems 
Editors' Note: The opinions expressed in 
this column are solely the views of the par- 
ticular author-of-the-week and should not be 
considered as either the majority or minority 
opinions of the Tiger's editorial board. 
Not so very long ago I wrote, in an un- 
published opinion essay, that legislative 
bodies are rather "curious entitles." I sup- 
ported this description by commenting on an 
inconsistency in the hour requirements passed 
by the Student Senate concerning candidates 
for student body offices. 
While that particular matter is no less 
important to me now than it was at the time 
that I wrote my statement concerning it, it is 
not the topic with which my mind has been 
plagued in recent weeks. 
For you see, in the short time since I 
relinquished my comfortable chair in the news 
room to fill the exalted position of Editor-in- 
Chief, I have come to realize that college 
media organizations, as well as legislative 
bodies, are extremely "curious animals." 
Now before you stop reading this and decide 
to re-read the sports pages, let me assure you 
that I am not going to rant about the Con- 
stitution nor about the rights guaranteed to the 
student press. 
We do have rights, and I'll probably find it 
necessary to remind everybody of that fact 
from time to time. But the thing I need to get 
off my chest now is that we, the college press, 
also have unique obligations to those we serve 
and peculiar problems in fulfilling those 
obligations. 
Since my journalistic experience at 
Clemson has been limited to the Tiger, I speak 
primarily as a newspaperman. At the same 
time, however, my observations of the other 
media at Clemson lead me to conclude that in 
general the obligations and problems are 
basically the same for us all. 
Our major obligation, as I see it, is to keep 
>*vr >«kM 
the student body and campus community 
informed as to what is happening here in the 
University community. Sounds rather simple, 
doesn't it? 
But would you believe that even in a place as 
rural and uncluttered as Clemson, just telling 
what's happening presents untold problems. 
Everything that happens isn't news-worth}-, 
but of course few people are willing to admit 
that their "thing" is anything less than ear 
thshaking. So we get yelled at for not being 
fair in our coverage. 
Everything that happens isn't pleasant, but 
of course few people are willing to admit that 
their "thing" should be reported if the report 
includes mention of unpleasantness. So we get 
yelled at for being muckrakers and yellow journalists. 
And so on it goes. In the same instant that 
we're being balmed for trying to undermind 
all that is good, right and noble, were ex- 
pected to report the truth. And the truth is All 
is not good, right, and noble. 
As noncommercial, college organizations, 
the media are voluntary associations. The 
people who work on media staffs are student 
volunteers. Notice I said students and 
volunteers. 
We're involved in a learning experiment, 
and the experiment does not always produce 
happy results. And you know, while criticism 
is abundantly given, there're a pitiful few 
students willing to volunteer as subjects for 
the experiment. 
Before I end this futile outpouring of self- 
pity (as some will term it), I must point out 
that the administration has proven to me to be 
the group which comes the closest to un- 
derstanding the pressures under which the 
media must operate. 
Sure the administration often frowns and 
frequently speaks gravely. But seldom does it 
condemn. The condemnation comes from our 
peers — those who should most easily un- 
derstand. And that hurts — that really hurts. 
Letters 
facility and I personally think 
that the money was very wisely 
put to use. 
I do agree With the last point 
that Farmer brought up—many 
of the students here are too im- 
mature to handle a beer license 
on campus. I made this point 
clear on WSBF's "Progressively 
Speaking" last month. Yes— 
Clemson Kindergarden. 
However, just how fast do you 
think these immature students 
are going to grow up if we keep 
telling them that they're too 
immature for this and too im- 
mature for that. 
Any psychology professor will 
be happy to give you a rundown 
on the theory of "rein- 
forcement." I believe that the 
students should be given a chance 
to prove themselves responsible. 
If they insist on acting like 
children, then they will be treated 
like children and they will 
receive their spanking in the 
form of the abolishment of the 
beer license. 
As a final note I would just like 
to say that the Student Union has 
a hell of a job on its hands. It is 
January », 1976 
the major programming in- 
stitution for the student body of 
Clemson. The 50 cents weekly 
movies and free Sunday flicks at 
the YMCA, the mini-concerts 
(Elvin Bishop, Shawn Phillips, 
Goose Creek Symphony), the Y- 
Beach beer busts, and Hanover 
House Beer Gardens, all short 
courses, the video-tape freebees, 
the ski-trips, bike trips, and other 
travel opportunities, the unique 
entertainment offered by the 
Gutter Coffee House are just a 
few of the events sponsored by 
the Student Union. 
The 11 committee chairmen 
and their committee people work 
their butts off to put on as 
spectacular an event as their 
budgets will allow. Their pay? 
Joy at the success of an event. 
Recognition? A tiny "CSU 
Presents" in the corners of the 
flyers and banners. 
The point of this is just an at- 
tempt to illustrate the fact that 
the union only wants— only exists 
to serve the needs of the students 
of Clemson. That is my ultimate 
reason — my justification for 
requesting and supporting the 
beer license .. and I apologize if 
anyone has been too deeply of- 
fended by my good intentions. 
Jane Kossler 
Student Union President 
In order to get our names in the 
Tiger yet another week, the of- 
ficers of the Clemson Players 
have decided to write a letter to 
the editor. First and foremost, we 
would like to thank all students 
and friends who signed our 
petition during registration. We 
would also like to thank the Board 
of Trustees for their interest and 
concern, and last, but not least 
we would like to thank the Tiger 
for the coverage of our efforts. 
There seems to be a "tiny" 
misunderstanding concerning the 
funds required for a performing 
arts facility. We have no specific 
figure, however, we have 
recently been informed that a 
minimum of $5 million is needed 
for a new performing arts center, 
although renovation 
and expansion costs would be 
less. Thank you! 
Mary Alice Barksdale 
Larry Huff Susan Lay 
Valerie Zeager    Steve Levy 
(continued to page 5) 
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Earthquake forecast: could wreck continent 
by Chester S. Spell 
Features Editor 
Last week, some people think that 
Clemson (and perhaps much of the con- 
linent as well) was spared a great natural 
disaster, by some twist of fate or fortune. 
However, Dr. David Stewart, a noted 
seimologists, thinks our troubles with 
upheavals of our earth may still be wit- 
nessed—and in the near future. 
Both "Earth prediction specialist" 
Clarisa Bernhardt and scientist David M. 
Slewart claim that an earthquake of major 
proportions is overdue for the entire 
Eastern United States. 
Bernhardt had predicted the earthquake 
to come on Jan. 17, but said that it could 
come a t any time during the next year. She 
made her remarks before a convention of 
the    Southeastern    Regional    Parap- 
sychological Association. 
Stewart, who is director of the Mac- 
earthy Geophysics Laboratory at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, has been convinced for months that a 
major quake near the Wilmington, North 
Carolina area is entirely possible, judging 
from his own seismic research. 
Many seismiologists have in the past 
noted a major faull in the earth's crust 
which runs through Atlanta, northeast 
Gerogia and through the Clemson area. 
While the most publicized "earthquake 
zone" in the United States has in recent 
years been along the San Andres Fault in 
California, many scientists believe that a 
major eqrthquake is just as likely in the 
osulheastern United States with just as 
catastrophic results. 
The earthquake, predicted by Bernhardt 
to register as high as 8.0 on the Richter 
scale, would be severe enough to be felt all 
through eastern North America and cause 
damage for hundreds of miles around the 
North Carolina area. 
Stewart has also noted that a Carolina 
Power and Light Company nuclear plant" 
was designed to withstand only a 5.0" on 
:he Richter scale. Thus, a damaged 
nuclear power plant oculd release 
radioactive material into the environment. 
The earthquake predicted for North 
Carolina was not the only one predicted by 
Bernhardt recently. Included as possible 
tremors on the east coast, near a mineral 
deposii in South Carolina, and at a spot to 
drill oil which is west of Savannah. 
During the last year, Stewart said, 
Bernhardt has accurately predicted three 
other earthquakes that have been scien- 
tifically documented. Over the past few 
years, seismiologists over the world have 
been getting closer to accurately 
predicting earthquake times and places 
with their equipment, but do not have a 
perfected technique yet. 
Stewart said that he had to carefully 
consider whether to involve himself at all 
in Bernhardt's psychic predictions or to 
make comment on them, but decided, "I 
ihought, if I lived in Wilmington, would ^ 
wan! to know? The answer was yes.' 
He added, "As a scientist, I can only look 
at the facts. Her record, as it now stands, 
is ihree out of three." 
Most state officials and the public have 
displayed a very skeptical attitude 
towards the earthquake prediction. In a 
Charlotte Observer article last week, 
Wilmington, north Carolina residents were 
particularly skeptical when told of Bern- 
hardt's psychic forecast. 
Guess Who break up means important loss 
by Dave Farmer 
"The Guess Who have broken up. Guitar 
player Domenic Troiano has moved back 
to Toronto and is rounding up a band. Lead 
singer Burton Cummings is in Winnipeg 
lating down demos Also in Winnipeg is 
Garry Peterson, who's doing some studio 
work, and bassist Bill Wallace, who's 
raising horses." 
With that, Rolling Stone shrugged off the 
breakup of an important group. The Guess 
Who had been a part of the American and 
Canadian music scene for over eight 
years. In these years, the group put out 13 
albums, several of which sold more than a 
million copies. I don't think the passing of 
the Guess Who can be reported in three 
sentences. 
There had always been shakeups in the 
group, ever since Randy Bachman left 
after the American Woman album. Bach- 
man along with Cummings, had composed 
such tremendous hts as: "These Eyes," 
"Laughing," and "American Woman". Of 
course, Bachman has acheved success 
with his own band. 
In 1973, the album Artificial Paradise 
brought the news that Jim Kale and Greg 
Leskiw were replaced by bassist Wallace, 
and guitarist Kurt Winter had produced 
three albums; The smash singles r.o longer 
came. Their last one was "Hand Me 
Down" - "Share the Land" in 1970. Then in 
late 1974 the Guess Who released "Star 
Baby". They seamed to back oh the road to 
AM success with "Clap for the Wolfman." 
Flavours, their next album, gave us 
"Dancing Fool". Also, there came another 
personnel change. McDougall and Winter 
were gone. From the James Gang came 
Troiano to replace them. All songs on 
Flavours are Cummings-Troiano 
collaborations. The album, a typically 
good Guess Who creation, didn't receive 
the attention it deserved. 
This same foursome put together the 
Guess Who's final album Power in the 
Music. Two singles hit the airwaves, 
"Rosanne", and "When the Band Was 
Singin' (Shakin' All Over)," but the album 
did not sell well. Surely, there are internal 
reasons for dissolving a group, but it 
doesn't help if no one is buying your 
records. Guess Who fans can only hope 
that Burton Cummings will continue to be 
an important force in music and that he 
will come back as he has before. 
I have never understood why there 
aren't more Guess Who fans. Indeed, those 
that did follow the group were very loyal. 
Their music is very diversified, even 
within each album. Blues, jazz, easy- 
listening, metal rock, pop. It's all there. 
The Guess Who bave been called the 
"Beatles of North America." Indeed, the 
music of Cummings and friends is as 
lasting as that of Lennon and McCartney. 
Billboard Magazine referred to Cummings 
as the greatest voice in rock 'n' roll. He 
can sing anything with a natural rhythm 
that is unsurpassed. In his years with the 
Guess Who, he played sax, flute, an<T 
guitar, though he stuck mainly to the 
piano. 
If you'll listen to any of the Guess Who's 
last five albums, you'll certainly find that 
we have lost more than jusi another rock 
band. We have lost a musical power. 
Harry Chapin, well known recording 
artist on Elektra records, and Jimmy 
Buffett will perform in Littlejohn Coliseum 
Fri., Feb. 6 as the Clemson Dance 
Association's first concert of the semester. 
The time of the performance is not known 
yet. Tickets are on sale in both cafeterias 
or from any CDA member. Prices are: 
$4.50 for students general admission, $5.25 
for public general admission, and $6.25 for 
all floor seats. 
The current exhibit at Clemson 
University's Lee Hall Gallery is a matter 
of life and death. "Alternate Realities," 
which will run through Jan. 29, features 
paintings by Ireland Regnier that deal 
with the subject of death, and prints by 
Jack Perlmutter that deal with various 
—. 
Tidbits  and Acorns 
by Matt Crawford 
aspects of life. Rignier is a professor of 
visual studies in Clemson's College of 
Architecture. Jack Perlmutter is chair- 
man of the graphics department at the 
Corcoran Gallery School of Art, and was 
selected as the NASA artist for the first 
Saturn V moon rocket, Apollo 6 and Apollo 
16. The Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Mon. through Fri., and 2 to 5 p.m. 
Sun. 
THE   South   Carolina   Open   Road 
Ensemble   (SCORE)   will   be   in   Spar- 
! anburg for a special performance of John 
Dos Passos' "U.S.A." Feb. 4, at 8 p.m. in 
the Evens Jr. High School auditorium. 
"The  production   is   a   kaleidoscope  of 
music, dance and drama that chronicles 
the birth of modern America," according 
to SCORE producer Dick Goldberg. This 
production is being sponsored by the S.C. 
Arts Commission and the Arts Council of 
Spartanburg County. Tickets will be $2 for 
adults over 18, and students 18 and under 
will  be  admitted  free  of  charge with 
identification  cards.  Tickets will  be 
available at the Arts Center and at the 
door. For more information, contact Ava 
Jennings at 583-2776 
EVERY SCIENTIST knows that much of research is a question of mice 
and men. Dr. Anthony Cerami, taking time out for reflection on this sub-' 
ject, is a March of Dimes-supported researcher into sickle cell disease. 
At The Rockefeller University, he pioneered a new drug which is now 
undergoing large-scale clinical trials to determine its safety'and effec- 
tiveness for treatment of the disease. 
pfl 
Deli-Style Sandwiches 
On Fresh-Baked Bread 
1-9 MON. - THURS. 
11-10 FRI. - SUN. 
university square-302 seneda rd. clemson s c 
dial 654-6895 for carry out 
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Beer: freedom 
Of choice 
I was extremely disappointed 
as I read the opinion of Steve 
Ellis with regard to serving beer 
in the new Student Union com- 
plex. I'm getting so damn sick 
and tired of this beer con- 
troversy. It seems to me that 
everybody talking is talking from 
extremes. We've been watching 
administrators run circles 
around the students for years. 
This beer issue just makes that 
circle bigger. 
John Wells has completely 
blown this issue out of proportion 
in one direction because of his 
personal convictions (I drink 
beer, John, and I don't doubt my 
relationship with the man up- 
stairs). And now, Steve Ellis is at 
another extreme. If drinking beer 
isn't a sin, then it's equated with 
"fun" and of course we can't 
have our American youth turning 
to the bottle for fun. What the hell 
is wrong with everybody? 
All I ask is for the right to enjoy 
a cold beer while being en- 
tertained in ourj night club. Why 
does everybody interpret this as 
a desire to become drunk and 
disruptive? Why do people in- 
terpret this as a need to have 
alcohol in order to have fun? 
The main problem at this 
university is that administrators 
and certain fanatics fail to realize 
that students are very capable of 
being intelligent and responsible 
human beings. Are you afraid Of 
finding this out? Have you no 
faith in your students?""^-——- 
I enjoy bowling, ping-p<5|ng, 
billiards, pinball, and all those 
other "good" things offered .at 
the new union complex. The 
union    has    something    that 
downtown lacks — the union has 
class. If you were able to see the 
opening of the night club last 
Friday with Jayne Olderman, 
then you saw that the atmosphere 
of the club is not conducive to 
getting: drunk. ■ The night club is a very nice 
place, and it will be fun there 
whether or not beer is served. My 
fun last Friday night would not 
have been increased at all if beer 
had been served. I had fun 
drinking Coke. I feel that the 
students are mature enough to 
choose what they want to drink. 
Beer is not a bad thing and it is ■: not agooo* thing. It is just another 
thing which should not be denied 
to students. If beer is not to be 
served in the night club, then 
someone had better come up with 
better reasons than1 I've heard. 
This issue has already been over 
played. I wish you all a cold beer 
or a cold Coke. It is just nice to 
have, the right to choose.. 
Bob Mackney 
(continued to page 10) 
Student Advisory List 
The Academic Affairs Committee of the 
Studenl Senate has prepared the following 
student advisor list for use by students 
during the spring semester. 
Special Note: Student advisors are not 
official advisors and should not be relied 
upon to perform the functions of faculty 
advisors. 
Further information concerning studenl 
advisors may be obtained from the Student 
Government office (656-2195).1 
Major 
Accounting 
Administrative 
Management 
Agricultural 
Education 
Agricultural 
Engineering 
Agricultural 
Mechanization 
8. Business 
Animal Science 
Architecture 
Botany 
Ceramic 
Engineering 
Chemical 
Engineering 
Civil 
Engineering 
Economics 
Economic Biology 
RPA 
Zoology 
Advisor 
John Shell 
Cindi McGrady 
Jay Specter 
Jay Tothacer 
Chris Douglas 
John Wates 
Grady McNeill 
Robert Harris 
Calvin Harmon 
Hal Pridgen 
Sam Ingram . 
Steve Black , . 
David Welch 
W.A. Collins 
W.C. Moore 
Tom Smith 
John McLean 
Frankie Carson 
Ed Johnson 
Steve Wright 
Harold Price 
Carl Speer 
4C2 Lever 
4B4 Manning 
7C University Apts. 
D 625 Johnstone 
107 Tillman Hall. 
107Tillman Hall 
266 Lever 
McAdams Hall 
2D LeMans Apts. 
F-101 Johnstone 
A-841 Johnstone 
F-101- johnstone 
Regency Apt. No. 6 
229 Donaldson 
F 338 Johnstone 
4C4 Lever 
308 Norris 
A-735 Johnstone 
C 607 Johnstone 
8B6 Lever 
F-113 Johnstone 
9B1 Lever 
Phone 
656-6517 
656-6267 
654 3180 
6568075 
6563300 
6563300 
656-6467 
6563250 
654519? 
656-7000 
656-7857 
or 656 2195 
656-7000 
656-7714 
656-791 
Education 
(Industrial) 
(Secondary) 
(Secondary) 
(Science Teach.) 
Electrical 8. 
Computer 
Engineering 
Engineering 
Analysis 
English 
Environmental 
Systems Engineer 
Forestry 
History 
Horticulture 
6 Languages 
656-7377 
656-7818 
656 7012 
or 656 2195 
656-6648 
(Spanish) 
(French) 
Microbiology 
Nursing 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Lynn Ringer 
(Elementary) 
.Bill Lind 
Bill Johnson 
Sherry Davis 
Troy Kemp 
Oenny Morgan 
3ob Trapp 
,\Aike Morris 
Pat Warren 
Laurie Rogers 
Wayne Kachel 
Greg Kirmeyer - 
Jake Clark 
Bill Hollingsworth 
Rausa Lee 
Dennis Buthmann 
(German) 
Ralph Rynes 
Edith Batson 
Mike Newman 
Jim Tolley 
Robin Prout 
John Belk 
Marsha Pittman 
Mike Baxley 
Jack McKenzie 
Stone Workman 
David Williams 
100 Godfrey Hall 
107 Freeman Hall 
100 Godfrey Hall 
605 Byrnes 
A 837 Johnstone 
D 445 Johnstone 
F 446 Johnstone 
214 Norris 
10A1 Manning 
905 Byrnes 
509 Rhodes 
409 Rhodes 
D-406 Johnstone 
A 706 Johnstone 
405 Benet 
F 235 Johnstone 
9A2 Lever 
6B5 Byrnes 
F-404 Johnstone 
C 810 Johnstone 
2B2 Manning 
D 528 Johnstone 
2B2 Manning 
C-607 Johnstone 
A-741 Johnstone 
3R? Lever 
C-611 Johnstone 
- 1 
6563482 
656-3447 
656-3482 
656-6832 
656-7853 
656 7532 
6567959 
656 73S0 
656 6426 
656-6914 
65632/5 
656-3275 ■ 
656-7357 
654-6690 
6568125 
656-7910 
656 6643 
656 6820 
656-7103 
656 8591 
6566207 
656 7636 
656 8281 
656 7824 C 656 2150 
656 6487 
6568285 
Central Dance Association 
presents 
and 
HARRY 
In Concert 
Friday, Feb.6 - 8:00 p. 
UtHejohn Cloiseum 
General Admission Students — 
Public — »525 
All Floor Seats Are — *625 
BUFFET 
•4 50 
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Housing's future calls for no changes 
by Nate Childs 
"No new dorm space is foreseen for the 
fall 1976 semester," according to Manning 
Lomax, director of residence halls. Lomax 
said that the fall 1975 semester found 
Clemson with about 200 students housed in 
temporary accommodations. However, all 
were given permanent housing by the 
beginning of the spring semester with 
about 70 being transferred to permanent 
housing within two weeks after the start of 
the fall semester. 
According to Lomax, Clemson residence 
halls can adequately house 5619 residence, 
or slightly over 56 percent of its 
enrollment. He sighted that this figure was 
higher than most universities of Clemson's 
size. 
W. Richard Mattox, assistant Director of 
Admissions, said that in accordance with 
the goal of the administration, Clemson's 
full time student enrollment would be held 
around the 10,000 mark. This figure 
represents approximately 200 qualified 
students being turned down purely for lack 
of dorm space. 
Lomax said no new dormitory space 
would be added until the future enrollment 
could be reasonably predicted. With only 
200 students in temporary housing new 
dormitories could not be justified as 
enrollment would be held down. 
Mattox said that other aspects entered 
into the building of new dorms, including 
the question of whether the classrooms 
could absorb more students and still 
maintain a high level of quality education. 
Mattox added that no new dramatic in- 
crease in applications to Clemsoa is for- 
seen for at least five years making new 
dormitories unnecessary. 
Lomax said the number of commuter 
students has risen in the last few years. 
Since the 1973-74 school year, enrollment 
has risen by almost 800 students, while 
dorm space has only increased by about 
300 students. Lomax remarked that this 
trend could eventually change the per- 
sonality of the University by loosing the 
closeness that develops from students 
living in dorms. However, this has yet to 
be a major problem. 
Counselors concerned with 
Lack of student interest 
by Chris Riley 
FOR PIZZAS & 
SUBS CALL 
From 
Noon 'til Midnight 
Weekdays 
Noon 'til One 
Weekends 
654-6990 
Fast Free Delivery 
Dine In-Carry Out 
Or 
Delivery 
Fred Steele of the Counseling Center is 
wondering where all of the freshmen are. 
During orientation this summer, the 
Counseling Center gave a career interest 
survey test to 1531 freshmen. Several 
attempts to get people to come by and 
check on their tests, have failed. Only 
about 350 freshmen have been interested 
enough to come by. 
There is no obligation to the person that 
goes by to see his results. However, the 
counselors are '.her" to help anyone with 
questions, Steele emphasized, f a student 
is puzzled by the results, this can 
sometimes be good. It causes the student 
to stop and think about his own career 
choice, according to Steele. "I kind of like 
for that (a student to question the survey) 
to happen to clarify I what the student 
thinks in his own mind—for him to decide 
for himself," commented Steele. 
The survey shows where a student's 
interest lies at the time that he takes the 
test. It is therefore ideally thought of as a 
starting place for a career choice decision 
rather than a permanent choice, said 
Steele. 
"Any interested freshman should come 
by the Counseling Center in room 200 
Tillman," concluded Steele. 
^-/n L^oncert 
FREDDY FENDER 
(Before The Next Teardrop Falls) 
and 
MEL TILLIS 
(Ruby, Don't Take Your Love To Town) 
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM 
8 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 29 
Tickets — &4, *5, $6 plus 25c seat tax 
A One Dollar Discount Is Available To Clomson Studoiris With Prosoiriation of I.D. 
Tickets Available At 
Call 882-1339 
RDS DISCOUNT — SENECA 
KAYBEE BOUTIQUE — ANDERSON 
B. J. MUSIC — GREENVILLE 
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Barns' future remains cloudy; cows move 
by Barbara Pinder 
Although the official move will not 
happen until sometime in the spring, the 
new Dairy Research Center, located near 
highway 76 on Cherry Road, will replace 
the present cow barns, located near the 
intersection of Cherry Road and 
Perimeter Road. 
According to Stanley Nicholas, vice- 
president of development, the present cow 
barns are too close to the existing married 
student housing and other surrounding 
facilities. He said that when the cow barns 
were first built, they were off on the edge 
of the campus. However, with increased 
growth of the university, there was a need 
to move the location. 
Nicholas related that another reason for 
the move is to update the present con- 
ditions of the cow barns. 
C. C. Brannon, professor of dairy 
science, said Tues. that the new facility 
cost the state $1,450,000 to build. He added 
shat the labor saving area was built with 
money appropriated by bond. 
Nearly complete, the new research 
center will be "much more modern," said 
Brannon. He added that the center will be 
located on 100 acres, one and a half miles 
from the present location. 
"Although the buildings will take up only 
a small area of the land, the acreage will 
be mai.. ' pastureland," said Brannon. 
Brannon stated that the center will 
consist of a feed center, a milking parlor, 
maternity and calf barns and two bull 
stalls. The feed center, a completely 
automatic area, will give the cows feed in 
feed lots, added Brannon. 
Operations in the milking parlor will be 
cleaning, milking and handling the milk, 
Brannon stated. In the handling area, milk 
will be cooled and stored. 
Brannon explained that Chip White of 
the physical plant designed the new 
building and the Triangle Construction 
Company of Greenville are the con- 
iractors. 
The new facility, containing an ob- 
servation room in the milking parlor, will 
be open to the public. When the center 
opens the public should wait a few days 
before visiting the new facility because the 
cows need time to get adjusted and learn 
the layout of the new area. 
The development office at Clemspn is 
now reviewing plans for construction at 
she site of the cow barns. 
Nicholas related that plans may call for 
a new theatre for the Clemson Players. He 
stated that the barn could be renovated 
into a theatre. Another plan may be for an 
18 hole golf course funded by outside gifts, 
added Nichols. 
The research laboratory, located near 
!he bull barns, will remain in the same 
building, said Nicholas. 
He related that the golf course may 
cover an area near the cow barns. The 
buildings would be used for storage of 
equipment, Nicholas explained. "It all 
depends on the feasibility of the area and 
the funds." 
Mark Wright, assistant campus master 
planner, said, "There is nothing definite 
yet." The golf course will be funded by a 
private grant and from other sources. 
"The feasibility has been drawn up. 
Present proposals are only suggestions of 
■ how the present area can be used to 
Clemson's advantage," concluded Wright. 
Nicholas says action on name is procedural 
by Richard Byrd 
Stanley Nicholas, University vice- 
president for development, called recent 
action by the University's Board of 
Trustees, limiting the use of the name 
"Clemson University" or "Clemson" as 
"standard operational procedure." 
The Trustees' Development Committee, 
chaired by Paul Quattlebawn, made the 
initial request upon recommendation by 
Nicholas' office. The University cabinet 
looked over the request and returned it to 
the development committee for their 
approval. Final action on the resolution 
was taken at the last board meeting after 
the Trustees' Executive Committee gave 
its approval. 
Nicholas emphasized that the action will 
insure the University of a coordinated 
effort in matter regarding approval of new tidD Win   lilt   lilv." 
organizations. "This will provide us with 
an organizational structure in keeping 
with over-all objectives of the University," 
he added. "In the past, organizations 
occasionally made duplicate efforts in 
attempting to be officially recognized as 
part of Clemson University. Now we have 
an established procedure for an 
organization's recognition," he concluded. fTIARCH OF DlfllCS 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
30" BEER 
Pinball 
Air Hockey 
Pool 
bud — 30* busch — 30* 
miller — 30* miller lite — 
schlitz — 30' schlitz lite — 
old milwaukee — 30' 
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FOUR PAWS 
University Square Mini-Mall 
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free juke box 
Bumper Pool 
30' 
30' 
FLIPPER MACHINES 
(2 games of 5 balls each) 
Shooting Games      TANK 
much, much more 
GAMEROOM — LOUNGE — BAR 
FOOSBALL 
PRO BOWLING 
DRIVING GAMES 
654-1369 
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Angolan conflict threatens to shatter detente 
by Steve Matthews 
Assistant News Editor 
The cold war was melting into a peaceful 
coexistence. Olga Korbul and an expert 
learn of Soviet gymnasts were touring the 
United States, jumping, twisting, and 
tumbling with a graceful expertise that 
delighted American crowds from coast to 
coast. President Ford was shaking hands 
with and toasting to Leonid Brezhnev, 
Soviet Communist Party leader. 
Then came Angola. The issue of Angola 
has been the latest and hottest issue of a 
list of incidents that have slowly been 
eating away at the foundations of detente. 
Critics now claim that detente has become 
a one-sided agreement and point to the 
alleged cheating of the Soviet on the 
strategic arms limitation agreement as an 
example. 
Angola, a small country in the middle of 
Africa, is in the midst of a civil war. There 
are !wo factions in the war—one being 
supported by Soviet equipment and Cuban 
troops, and the other being backed by 
South Africa and by millions of dollars of 
covert American aid which was funnelled 
through the CIA. 
Although the Americans have used the 
aid senl to Angola as an example of the 
United States' standing up to the Russians, 
many officials think that an embargo on 
:he sale of wheat to the Soviets would be a 
more effective leverage point. 
President Ford who has repeatedly 
made statements apparently aimed at the 
Russians, makes a point of how seriously 
Ihe Kremlin is endangering detente by 
their involvement in the Angolan conflict. 
Henry Kissinger, along with Ford, has 
called for an end to foreign intervention 
from all parties in Angola. 
The Soviets called for "the termination 
of foreign armed intervention in Angola," 
a statement which gave the Ford ad- 
ministration cause for optimisim last 
week. But the optimism changed to 
pessimism when it became apparent that 
:he Kremlin was not including itself in its 
plea for a truck. 
If the administration is less than 
pleased, the Congress is downright angry 
at what's beeen going on. The senate has 
voted against allocating any more aid, 
covert or not, to Angola. 
Angola has rapidly become a political 
question as well as a diplomatic one. 
Ronald Reagan, Republican candidate for 
President, has taken a conservative stand. 
This attitude could easily harm Reagan, as 
many fear another Vietnam fiasco. 
All of the Democratic candidates agree 
that Ihe United States should not further 
its involvement in Angola under any 
circumstances. 
The problem of Angola has once again 
brought the effectiveness of Kissinger as a 
diplomat into question. Critics have placed 
ihe blame of all of America's foreign 
policy bumbling, including the breakdown 
of detente, on Kissinger's shoulders. 
President Ford may agree, at least to 
some extent, with the critics. Less than a 
week ago, Ford fired Kissinger from his 
chairmanship of the Forty Committee, a 
powerful committee that conducts policy 
concerning secret operations overseas. 
Brent Scowcrofl has taken over as the 
new chairman of the committee. No public 
announcement of Ford's actions has been 
made. 
The issue of Angola is not extremely 
important in itself. However, as a factor in 
the power struggle in Ford's ad- 
ministration, as a factor in the political 
climate of this election year, and as a 
factor in the possible ultimate^ 
deterioration of detente, it is very im- 
portant. 
Communication causes delay in gift 
by Jake Clark 
The discovery Thurs. of a $4,000 gift to 
Student Government made by the Alumni 
Association gave a new perspective to 
their monetary plight. The disclosure of 
that gift came on the heels of the an- 
nouncement of a $980 budget deficit and 
the simultaneous issuance of a 
memorandum to the branches of Student 
Government calling for a drastic cutback 
in spending and increased control over 
expenditures by the Treasurers Office and 
the Steering Committee. 
A breakdown in the lines of com- 
munication between the offices of Student 
Body President, Reggie Foster and Dean 
Walter  Cox,   vice-president   of   Student 
KAZOOS 
to 
ELECTRIC GUITARS 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
ACCESSORIES 
and 
BLANK 
— Cassette 
— Cartridge 
— Reel 
Wide Selection of 8-tracks 
and albums 
BARNETTS 
Downtown Clemson 
Affairs, resulted in the ignorance on the 
part of Student Government as to the 
existence of the funds, which were actually 
given by the Alumni on Nov. 17, 1975. 
The existence of the funds came to light 
coincidently in a meeting held by Foster 
and Student Body Treasurer Jack Bunning 
with Dean Susan Deloney (Associate Dean 
of Students) to discuss the deficit problems 
outlined above. Deloney just happened to 
locate a copy of the correspondence 
notifying the University of the transfer of 
money. Prior to this meeting, Foster had 
met with Cox twice and no mention of the 
funds was made. Cox, however was aware 
of the financial straits that the Student 
Government found itself in. 
With the addition of this money, Bunning 
reports that there is now approximately 
$6,300 in the Student Government account. 
According to Bunning and Foster, 
however, the four policies governing 
spending will remain in effect. Foster 
commented, "This is just sound 
management policy." 
HOW TO KEEP THE 
LIFE OF THE PARTY 
ALIVE. 
r>vr free information, write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockville. Maryland 20852 
cusu 
presenii 
Shawn Phillips 
Jan. 30 
Tillman Music Hall 
8:30 p.m. 
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adv. tickets sold in both dining halls 
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Pat Warren is elected president of the senate 
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by Jack A. McKenzie 
Editor-in-Chief 
A milestone in Clemson University 
student politics was passed Monday night 
when the Student Senate elected Pat 
Warren of Manning Hall to succeed Sam 
Ingram as president of the senate. 
Warren's election marks the first time in 
the 18-year history of the senate that a 
woman student has been chosen to serve 
as the presiding officer of the legislative 
body. 
In commenting on her election, Warren 
was quick to point out that the question of 
her sex was never made an issue in the 
race. 
"Any time you're the first at something, 
you're bound to get a good feeling — a 
feeling of accomplishment. But my being a 
woman was never a major consideration 
in the race and was certainly not my main 
motive in running for office," she stated. 
Warren had been in the senate since 
September of last year. She served as 
chairman of the Student Government 
Media Committee and is vice chairman of 
the senate's Academic Affairs Committee. 
She is a junior from Pendleton, majoring 
in English, with a cumulative grade point 
ratio of 3.7. 
Following the election of the new 
president, Matt Watkins of Clemson was 
elected to succeed John Shell as president 
pro tempore. 
Watkins, a second-year senator 
representing off-campus students, is a 
junior majoring in administrative 
management. He is presently chairman of 
the senate's Food Services Committee. 
Cope  Hall  senator Polly  Elkins  was 
selected by the legislators to become the 
senate's new secretary. A sophomore from 
Columbia, Elkins is a psychology major. 
She will inherit the duties from Rausa Lee, 
retiring secretary. 
Bob Carlson of Falls Church, Virginia 
was elected to the position of clerk, suc- 
ceeding Lisa Brock. Carlson, a freshman 
majoring in financial management, has 
served in the senate for the past year as a 
representative from E section of John- 
stone Hall 
The newly elected officers will officially 
be installed at the February 2 meeting of 
the senate. 
Warren commented that she forsees no 
major obstacles to be overcome in 
assuming the office of president. 
She went on to note, "I'm sure it will 
lake some time for us to get into the swing 
of things, but I don't think there will be any 
big problems. 
"I'm    not   planning    to   make    any 
procedural changes in the operation of the 
senate, but I am trying to get prepared for 
my first big meeting." 
Warren thinks that the impending 
visitation policies referendum, con- 
tinuation of judicial reform designed to 
add greater flexibility to student courts, 
implementation of the media resolution 
passed last semster, and the allocation of 
University space to organizations will be 
major senate issues in the immediate 
future. 
Taps reaffirms decision on staffer 
J.  by Steve Ellis v v fnr T„„ ic nflt f:i„j in h„_ „**;„„ remove them " 
News-Editor 
While questions were being raised at 
WSBF a few questions were being an- 
swered at Taps. In hearing an appeal from 
dismissed Photography Editor Steve 
Stevens, the staff reaffirmed their position 
not to allow Stevens back on the staff. 
Stevens was dismissed along with Lab 
Manager Pat Jobe for taking a university 
car to Washington, D.C. without 
authorization or out-of state voucher. 
According to student legal adviser Mike 
Baxley "all avenues were exhausted. My 
concern was to get him (Stevens) back on 
the staff," Baxley said, "and that does not 
seem possible now, so I've resigned as his 
legal adviser." 
Although the matter of Stevens' 
dismissal is settled, the means by which he 
was dismissed are being questioned. Taps, 
in spite of a Student Government 
requirement that a constitution be filed, 
appears to have no constitution at all 
according to Editor Scott Myers. Mayers 
told The Tiger he has not seen a copy of one 
but assumes there is one somewhere. 
According to Dean Susan Deleney, adviser 
The Clemson Tae Kwon Do 
Club will hold 
classes Mondays & Wednesdays 
from 9:00 p.m. -10:30 p.m. in the 
YMCA gym. 
—Everyone is welcomt 
Mel Brooks GENE WILDER 
Together again 
in their two 
funniest movies! 
LATE 
SHOW 
Fri-Sat-Sun 
12:00 
for aps, one is not filed in er office. 
Yet, while Myers does not appear to 
have acted according to a constitution, he 
was within his rights according to Admiral 
Joseph McDevitt, legal adviser,   "If he 
A motion for a student senate in- 
vestigation of Taps never came to be 
Monday due to some "recent events," 
according to Baxley. Baxley stated that if 
such an investigation had been initiated, 
Myers had stated that he would call for an 
investigation of all media organizations. 
Baxley also said, "Scott told me that 
ihey have already lost a week of work 
because of last week's problem, and he 
gave me the impression that an in- 
vestigation would only cause more 
delays." 
Myers, when contacted by the Tiger 
confirmed this. "We more than likely 
would be delayed in putting out the book," 
Myers replied. 
The only unanswered question resulting 
from last week's dismissal of Stevens and 
Laboratory Manager Pat Jobe concerns 
(Myers) could reasonably conclude ihai 
misconduct has  taken  place,  he  could 
re ove the . 
Stevens' priviledge of copyright. The legal 
issue has not been cleared up. 
McDevitt said Stevens had no right to 
copyright his photographs "unless he's 
using his own equipment" and that his 
copyrights would not be valid unless the 
photographs had been previously 
published. 
The legal adviser was unsure how 
Clemson could prove that Stevens used 
University property, but said that Taps 
staff members' testimony might establish 
'.his. Also, before Stevens could make a 
case in civil court, he would need to 
"exhaust administrative remedies." 
Stevens contends that the "content of the 
photograph is the right of the 
photographer. I've learned that more than 
30 percent of Taps photos to be used are 
mine," he said. "If they run any pictures 
without my permission, I'm not scared of 
suing the University. The issue is not 
dead." 
Myers suggested that it is, and that the 
Taps main concern now is to get the year 
book out on time. 
lli aua iers 
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Fraternities   offer   brotherhood,   friendship 
by Jake Clark 
"The fraternity isn ot for everyone, but 
the majority of young men can benefit 
from fraternity membership. Living in a 
house is like hav ng a home away from 
home — someplace to sit down after 
classes and watch T V, or talk about what's 
happening. Everyone needs something to 
relate to." 
Greg Meuller, a member of Pi Kappa 
Alpha and coordinator for the '76 rush 
season, made these comments in 
describing something of what the 
mythical, mystical and often maligned 
institution, the college fraternity is like. 
Meuller added, "A lot of the things 
fraternity membership hts to offer are 
intangibles. You can talk abcut the parties 
and social functions, but you just can't tell 
someone about brotherhood and things like 
tha-t. Also many people stereotype 
fraternity men. This is not fair; there are 
all kinds of guys doing all kinds of things." 
Dr. Frank Burtner, director of fraternity 
affairs, commented on the success of the 
fraternity system at Clemson stating that 
since the time of national recognition of 
fraternities, "We have grown from 400 
men in eight fraternities to more than 800 
members in 14 nationally chartered 
organizations. This represents about 15 
percent of the males on campus. 
Burtner noted that during his in- 
volvement with the fraternities here 
(which dates from the very beginning of 
Clemson's Greek system) he has been a 
shift toward more service-oriented ac- 
tivities both on the campus and in the 
community. He pointed out the in- 
volvement of the fraternities in Tigerama 
and Homecoming. 
"The emphasis is of course on 
brotherhood," added Burtner. The idea 
that a man finds a group with whom he can 
be congenial. The group contributes to his 
development while he contributes to the 
development of the group. This mutual 
helpfulness also extends beyond the 
campus and certainly beyond one's college 
days." 
Burtner stated that there has been a 
general revival of the fraternity on most 
campuses in the last few years. 
Statistically, he said, there was a great 
move away from them in the 1960's. One 
possible reason for this trend back to 
fraternity is the theory that as a campus 
grows larger, there is always a renewal of 
interest in the small group situation, 
probably as a means of identity. 
An indication of the validity of this 
statement is Mueller's estimation of the 
size of this year's Rush turnout. He in- 
dicated that nearly 500 men had signed up 
for the proceedings, which follows a for- 
mat much like this: Wed., a convocation 
followed by open smokers at which signees 
visit several houses where they must have 
a card stamped to verify their presence; 
Rushees are required to have four stamps 
FOR MOST men who eventually find themselves members of fraternities, a first 
step along the road to the Greeks is attending a smoker. 
Wed.; Thurs.; the same procedure is 
followed but only two stamps are 
required; Friday, Smokers by invitation 
only; Sat., Parties by invitation only; 
Sunday, By 1 pm each rushee signs a 
preference card indicating his first three 
fraternity choices. 
Monday mornig each fraternity gives 
Dr. Burtner a list of those people it wishes 
to bid; Monday afternoon rushees come to 
Burtner's office to pick up bids and unless 
other arrangements are made the rushee 
indicates acceptance of the bid by going to 
the fraternity house Monday night. 
Letters 
(continued from page ,5 ) 
This leter is written in the hope 
of bringing about some fan 
arousemen! during the Clemson 
basketball games. After viewing 
Duke and North Carolina here, 
and seeing the kind of support the 
student body ;*ives these teams 
when they play at home, one 
would have to conclude thai ihe 
Clemson student body is 
apathetic. 
The level of crowd noise is a big 
factor in anv home game. Being 
in ihe tougnest basketball con- 
ference in the nation, the home- 
court advantage plays a large 
role in a team'; success. If one 
were to ask a player abcut the 
encouragement brought at out by 
vocal support, he might sty that 
i! is like having a sixth player on 
ihe court. 
All the fault can not be blamed 
on the students. It is the job if the 
cheerleaders to get tnem 
aroused. If the cheerleaders find 
it better to stand and watch the 
game instead of leading the 
students on, they should be up in 
the seats with the students. 
Also, I am shocked at the lack 
of gymnastic ability performed 
by our cheerleaders. Every other 
learn has them, why not Clem- 
son? 
The band is not at fault. They 
are the only group that con- 
sistently makes noise. 
Bill Foster deserves our sup- 
port. This team could be Clem- 
son's best ever.. Let's get it 
logether, everyone, and lead our 
team to the ACC title. 
Concerned Tiger Fan 
Rights violations 
The Student Government 
Judicial Branch was established 
!o afford students the opportunity 
to be tried by a board of their 
peers for violations of Student 
Regulations.   And   yet   the   ad- 
preaches cooperation with one 
lace and denies student rights 
with the.other. 
There can be no excuses made; 
it is about time that we all stood 
up and pulled some of the wool 
from our eyes and saw the ad- 
ministration for whal it is—a two 
laced organization .which 
ministration has denied that 
basic righ! by withholding two 
violations from ihe student 
courts. 
The administration fur- 
thermore has informed the 
student who was involved with 
these Iwo violations thai her 
residence halls contract has been 
cancelled. This is absurd, the 
administration does not have the 
righi to deny any studenl his or 
her righls under the student 
constitution. This is nol a fascist 
stale; there are no exceptions, all 
students have Ihe right to be tried 
by iheir peers. 
Michael G. Morris 
Studenl Senator 
Student Legal Advisor 
BIRTH D€f€CTS RR€ FORCVCR. UHIESS VOU H€LP. 
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WSBF 
(continued from page one) 
However, there seemed some 
discrepancy over that matter as Langston 
and O'Dell met with Dean Walter Cox, 
WSBF Programming Advisor and vice 
president for Student Affairs. Cox 
suggested that WSBF go off the air for a 
semester and that polygraph tests be 
administered to staff members, until those 
responsible for the playing of the tape 
were determined. 
Cox, in an interview with the Tiger, 
confirmed that such a suggestion was 
made but "that it was not necessary." 
According to O'Dell, Walker, Raynal, 
and Hendricks admitted making the 
controversial tape, after being informed 
that if no one took responsibility for the 
matter the station would sign off the air. 
"We turned ourselves in Thursday 
night," Raynal confirmed. "In our senior 
staff meeting ... they gave the people an 
ultimatum which was this — 'here's the 
cartridge, WSBF will be taken off the air 
indefinitely if the people involved do not 
turn themselves in. The administration 
has been contacted. We would stay off the 
air indefinitely as of last Friday. 
"We do care about the radio station," 
Raynal said. "We couldn't see hurting a 
lot of friends there. We didn't want us to go 
off the air. If we had gone off we would 
have caused an even bigger stink. So we 
decided to get things in the open." 
"They also said once we turned our- 
selves in, it would never go outside the 
station itself and Dean Cox's office, 
Raynal added. "They (Board of Direc- 
tors) told us the fact that if they went to the 
administration and Dean Cox asked them 
who did it they would not tell them. In 
other words ... nobody outside of the 
station would know it, which is a little 
absurd, of course." 
According to Langston, he contacted 
Cox, who serves as WSBF programming 
advisor "for his opinion, not his 
judgment." Cox told us, 'Any action you 
take, I will back up.' 
"We went to him as our advisor not as 
vice president for student affairs, 
Langston said. "He didn't influence our 
decision one bit." 
The three were fired because their ac- 
tions were "irresponsible" according to 
O'Dell. The decision was a fair one, not 
made hastily or for personal reasons, he 
said. 
"Their violation of FCC rules was our 
entire consideration in disciplining 
Hendricks, Raynal and Walker," board 
member Langston stated. Wall com- 
mented that he agreed with Langston's 
statement. 
"It   also   violates   our   programming 
In questioning the decision Raynal 
replied, "I think it needs to be said what 
we were supposedly violating in the first 
place. The question was, if we put on a 
word which is considered by some as 
obscene. Supposedly the reason we were 
kicked off the senior staff is that we broke 
a federal regulation." 
Raynal further questioned the Board of 
Directors reasoning saying, "The point is, 
if we broke federal regulations, I suppose 
we should be kicked off, but at best it is 
very questionable if we did break FCC 
rules." 
"Secondary to that is this is not the first 
time something like this has been done," 
Raynal continued. "They tried to tell us 
that we played a questionable word 
deliberately on the air, therefore the FCC 
specifically cares about it. That's a bunch 
of bull. It doesn't matter how such a word 
gets on the air. 
policy," Langston said. This was "a very 
much lesser point1' in the decision to 
remove the three from senior staff, he 
said. 
"If they are talking about things we 
could get in trouble for at our station, it is 
known that our logs are not kept well and 
sometimes the engineering equipment is 
not in perfect order, he continued. "We 
aren't trying to blame people. We played a 
practical joke and maybe it was a mistake, 
but we didn't see this as being any more 
serious than a bunch of other practical 
jokes done at our station." 
About Raynal's comment concerning 
WSBF's logs and engineering equipment, 
Watt said, "His statement is unjustified. It 
seems apparent to me that Gordon lacks 
an understanding of FCC rules and 
regulations." 
"They try to make this a unique event 
and maybe it was in that we got caught," 
Raynal continued. "They asked us what 
we thought our punishment should be and I 
said maybe you should yell us out, but 
that's all." 
"In decrying further the decision, 
Raynal stated, "Our contention is that the 
board members handled this in an inap- 
propriate manner. They carried it to the 
administration and at best this is an in- 
ternal problem. 
"And therefore, it not only put us in 
jeopardy, they put the station in jeopardy 
and the University in jeopardy," Raynal 
remarked. 
Defending the Board of Directors' 
decision Cox stated, "The staff handled the 
matter right and took the appropriate 
action." 
Dr. Fitch agreed, saying, "The 
management is behaving responsibly. The 
problem has been remedied." 
Because Fitch is the only person af- 
filiated with WSBF who has an advanced 
FCC license, he has become an important 
person in the issue. To operate, the station 
must have an upper class license hanging 
on the wall and because the only staff 
member with one left in the school, the 
station uses his. 
If Fitch were to remove his license from 
the wall as a result of the incident the 
station would have to shut down, according 
to O'Dell. Fitch said he would not with- 
draw his license, saying, "I'm not really 
responsible for the programming." 
Concerning action the FCC could .ake, 
Fitch stated, "They (Raynal, Hendricks, 
and Walker) could conceivably love their 
license. You don't play around with the 
FCC." Fitch, however, stated that he 
doubted that the FCC woulc take any 
action other than a letter, stating "don't let 
it happen again." 
To Hendricks, Fitch's reaction is im- 
portant. "What we're saying is if he knows 
about the incident, and his license is still, 
on the wall, that he is not that concerned 
about the issue. His license is on the line 
and if he was concerned, he would have 
removed his license." 
Just what the legal implications of the 
event are, is disputed by Cox and 
University legal counsel Admiral Joseph 
McDevitt. The University is responsible 
for the actions of WSBF and could be fined 
by the FCC if there was a violation com- 
mitted, Cox said. 
McDevitt, irt an interview with the Tiger 
disagreed, stating Clemson would not be 
responsible to the FCC. "The University 
had no way to control it and no way to 
know about it," he said. 
The legal advisor added that the playing 
of the tape could constitute a criminal 
offense to the three involved. But before 
the FCC could prosecute," they'd have to 
have proof that it went over the air and 
that it was heard by somebody." 
Elizabeth Jenkins book examines legend 
THE MYSTERY OF KING ARTHUR. By 
Elizabeth Jenkins. Coward, McCann and 
Geohegan, 1975. 224 pp. $17.95. 
By Jerry Reel 
Clemson History Department 
MATH AND SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS 
The U.S. Navy has openings for Physics, Math and Engineering 
graduates to teach in Nuclear Power schools at Mare Island, 
California and Orlando, Florida. Starting pay is $10,075 and up. 
Opportunities are available for graduate level work at both the 
Nuclear Power schools and surrounding universities. Selection 
leads to a commission as an Ensign in the Navy without attending 
Officer Candidate School. For further information, see the Navy 
Officer Information Team on campus January 23 at the Student 
Center. Or you can call toll free: 1-800-922-2824. 
At any gift-giving season, who can resist 
a good book, particularly when it is nicely 
bound and lavishly illustrated in color and 
in black and white. Such a book is 
available now on one of the most enduring 
tales and intriguing problems of ar- 
chaeology and history, the mystery of 
King Arthur. 
Elizabeth Jenkins examines the 
historical, literary, and artistic 
development of the legend from the late 
fifth century down to and including some 
20th century testaments. She begins with 
the most probable explanation of whom 
and what Arthur was. She brings the ex- 
cellent scholarship of Leslie Alcock as well 
as the exciting archaeological probings of 
another noted Arthurian, Geoffrey Ashe, 
to bear upon the evidence. 
Carefully, she adds piece by piece to that 
explanation, leaving very little by the 
wayside. From the writings of Nennius, a 
9th century monk, she selects the tale of 
Merlin's prophecy. From carvings over 
the cathedral doorway at Modena she adds 
Arthur's bride, Guinivere. She shows 
Celtic legends from the Mabinogion 
Romances to be the original source of 
Arthur's supposed  supernatural  power. 
Arthur's birthplace, Tintagel, she at- 
tributes to Geoffrey of Monmouth, and his 
burial place, Glastonburg, to the avarice 
of 12th century monks. 
The illustrations in "The Mystery of 
King Arthur" are selected from 
manuscripts and collections con- 
temporary to the periods discussed. 
Jenkins gives special attention to tie work 
of the 19th century illustrators, such as 
Edward Byrne Jones and Dante Gabriel 
Rossetti. 
In fact, if this work suffers from any 
omission at all, it is that Jenkins pays little 
attention to the musical development of 
the legend. From the vast body of 
Arthurian music she mentions only the two 
most obvious works, the Purcell-Dryden 
"King Arthur," which has had a very 
successful revival in the past decade, and 
Wagner's "Tristan and Isolde." 
All in all, this is a work pleasing to read 
and delightful to scan. People interested in 
literature, art, King Arthur, and England 
certainly will want to own it. 
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Save $30 
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Scott discusses  underdeveloped countries 
by Jeannie Stowe 
John Scott, a former Time magazine 
correspondent and assistant publisher 
spoke to interested students and in- 
dividuals on the issue of the world food 
crisis Wed. evening in Sirine Auditorium. 
Scott's lecture "Millions Will Starve" 
was based on his findings from his visits to 
11 countries on four continents last sum- 
mer. The countries he visited were Haiti, 
North East Brazil, Senegal, Mali, Upper 
Volta, Mauretania, Niger, Ethiopia, 
Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh. These 
are the 11 most threatened nations in the 
world. These findings were made in 
preparation of a paper for a U.N. sym- 
posium in Rome in Dec. and have since 
gone into making a book. 
These diverse countries of which six are 
in Africa, three in Asia, and one each in 
North and South America depend directly 
on foreign aid from 12 donor states of 
which the United States is included. The 
United States supplies 40 percent of this 
aid. With this foreign aid starvation is 
being held down to about one million a 
year. 
Haiti, one of the Caribbean islands, has a 
population of about five million people. 
Due to its inadequate form of government 
it has no access to technology and, 
therefore, has no investment for capital 
income. With a population growth of about 
2.4-2.5 percent, malnutrition has become 
the major problem in Haiti. Foreign aid 
donated mainly by the U.S. and France 
contributes toward the feeding of 350,000 
people on the island who might otherwise 
have no food to eat. 
Scott gave a more optimistic viewpoint 
of Brazil in relationship to its food crisis. 
"Brazil, as a nation, is doing well 
economically because of its natural 
resources such as coal and petroleum," 
said Scott. It has a population of 108 million 
people and has an annual population 
growth rate of 2.4 percent. 
The gross national product (GNP) of 
Brazil is only $800 and grows 10 percent 
each year. In Northeast Brazil the GNP is 
V4 the average of that of the whole country. 
The 32 million inhabitants in this section 
cannot depend on its irregular climate and 
poor soil for food. Most of the $1 billion 
worth of foreign aid coming in goes to the 
North East. Birth control clinics have been 
organized but the birth rate has not 
stopped growing yet. 
The six countries visited in Africa were 
Upper Volta, Mali, Niger, Senegal, 
Ethiopia, and Mauritania. Upper Volta has 
no mineral resources and has a GNP of 
about $60 per year. Mali's GNP is a little 
less than this figure. Their resources are 
iron ore and copper ore. Phosphates in 
Senegal produce $25 million annually. 
Niger has uranium as its main resource. 
The total population of Africa is about 28 
million. Because of its unstable govern- 
ments, "the economy of these countries 
are becoming organized around foreign 
aid," Scott said. The growth rate there is 
2.2-2.7 percent, which means that the 
population will double in about 32 years. 
No attempt has been made to control the 
population. Scott stated that their reasons 
for not doing so is that they feel that the 
white people from Europe are starting a 
conspiracy   to  inflict   genocide   on   the 
Got somethins to say?  Say it with pizza. i^f^S^ W%%fWfWSk< 
Or salads, sandwiches, and beverages of your M f  /M_j^A?*< 
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Africans and to keep the blacks down, and 
the Mauritania population is down too low 
even though economic development is low. 
The life expectancy there is 45 years old. 
The third reason is that the Africans don't 
want other tribes to over-populate their 
individual tribes. Scott said that the third 
reason was purely a tribal reason. 
In Ethiopia, where the GNP is $80, the 
population is about 30 million. A land 
reform took place in Jan. of 1975 making 
all of the land the property of the people. 
This decreased the acreage under 
cultivation. Nearly 300,000 people have 
starved there. This completed his study of 
"the dark country." 
Scott stated that the president of 
Pakistan gained government support and 
money to help maintain its population 
growth. The growth rate now is 3.2 per- 
cent. The food situation is better in 
Pakistan than in its neighboring countries. 
A dam financed by the World Bank brings 
in three million new acres of irrigated 
wheat land on which new high-yielding 
wheat crops have been cultivated. In 25 
years Pakistan may become self-sufficient 
in wheat. Their deficit now is being made 
up by foreign aid. 
In India, the population grows by 16 
million each year. "For political reasons 
Madame Ghandi has changed the pattern 
of food distribution, giving more food...to 
the urban dwellers for fear of politically 
dangerous action on the part of the city 
dwellers leaving the peasants even 
hungrier," stated Scott. 
Bangladesh, a country the size of 
Wisconsin, has 80 million people. Their 
agricultural    activities    are    highly 
sophisticated and they are producing 
many rice crops. Their deficit of one and i 
half million tons per year is made up b\ 
foreign aid. This grain is sold on ratio?, 
cards leaving the peasants to starve. Th^ 
political system is very unstable. 
Scott suggested that world-widt 
solutions are needed for the problem oi] 
mass starvation. Population planning 
needs to be enforced, all foreign aid musl 
be received by the effective aid recipient! 
and the level of wastes must be reduced.! 
He does feel that this problem can be 
solved. 
Correction 
In his "Letter from the Editor" lasl 
week, Steve Ellis mistakenly attributed 
passage of a resolution supporting obi 
laining a beer license for the Studen| 
Union to the Student Senate. 
Actually it was the Student Unioil 
Governing Board, and not the senate, whJ 
approved such a resolution. We wish t| 
apologize to both the senate and th| 
governing board for the mix-up. 
All student organizations 
are reminded that the 
deadline for budget requests 
is  February 1, 1976. 
Pick up forms 
in the student government 
office on the plaza. 
(the pretty new building). 
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Referendum on visitation planned 
by Jennifer Fennell 
Associate Editor 
One of the recommendations made at 
the Dec. 19 Clemson University Cabinet 
meeting was that the Student Senate 
authorize, and Student Government hold, a 
referendum by each residence hall to 
determine whether or not persons visiting 
students residing in the dorm should be 
required to check in and out on entering 
and leaving. 
Existing regulations make this 
procedure applicable only to male visitors 
in women's residence halls and; therefore, 
fail to comply with the Title IX regulation 
issued by the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare (HEW). The local 
regulation will be changed following the 
referendum. 
The question as to whether or not the 
university's current sign-in policy con- 
flicted with Title IX, the regulation im- 
plementing educational amendments of 
1972, prohibiting sex discrimination in 
education, was one which interested Mike 
Morris, student senator and legal advisor. 
On Nov. 3, Morris introduced "A New 
Leash Law" in the Senate. The purpose of 
this bill was to abolish the sign-in policy. 
When questioned about the issue at the 
time, J. Lee Felsburg, residence halls 
manager and Manning N. Lomax, director 
of residence halls, said that to their 
knowledge, at that time, the current policy 
did not violate any federal laws. 
Morris then decided the next step was to 
test the policy in student court. For- 
tunately a case involving a violation of the 
sign-in rules came up. Mike Baxley, also a 
student senator and student lawyer, and 
Morris were the defense lawyers in the 
case. 
The case was heard in student Low 
Court; the defendant was found guilty by 
the Low Court. The case was appealed to 
the student Supreme Court. For the first 
lime this year, the Supreme Court decided 
to hear a case. 
In the meantime, Morris contacted 
HEW. On Dec. 1, Morris received a letter 
from the Atlanta office of HEW which 
stated, "... Clemson University has an 
imposed rule requiring that women 
students sign-in their guest and that ... as 
we understand the situation, ... these 
desparte regulations (males have no sign- 
FOR PIZZAS 
& SUBS 
CALL 
in policy) are a violation of Title XI." 
The specific parts of Title IX that the 
regulation violates are in subpart D: 
86.31 (b) Except as providing any aid, 
benefit, or service to a student, a recipient 
shall not, on the basis of sex: (4) Subject 
any person to separate or different rules of 
behavior, sanctions, or other treatment: 
86.32 (a) A recipient shall not, on the 
basis of sex, apply different rules or 
regulations, impose different rules or 
regulations, 
86.32 (a) A recipient shall not, on the basis 
of sex, apply different rules or regulations, 
impose different rules or regulations, 
impose different fees or requirements, or 
offer different services or benefits related 
to housing, except as provided in this 
section (including) housing provided only 
to married students). 
The Supreme Court considered the case; 
the Supreme Court decided that it didn't 
have the jurisdiction to challenge 
university policy. John Perkins, Supreme 
Court chairman explained, that the 
defense "had a splendid case," but, "we 
just deal with the student constitution and 
acts and regulations of the senate." 
Perkins continued, "It was the con- 
sensus of the court that this area definitely 
need.- to be investigated. We directed the 
attorney general to take the case to the 
administration, and that was about as 
much as we could do." 
At this point, The Anderson Independent 
and WLOS heard about the issue and in- 
terviewed Mike Baxley. Baxley agrees 
with Morris that the regulation is unfair. 
Walter T. Cox, vice president for student 
affairs, stated that with the removal of the 
regulation, "security in the women's 
residence halls, would, in my opinion, be 
reduced." 
Baxley's argument for the removal of 
this policy is: "Whenever a coed signs in 
male visitors, she is being protected from 
her visitor. No one will bring in a visitor 
who is going to harm them. There is a need 
to protect the residents from intruders; 
however, a visitor can hardly be called an 
intruder. 
"At any rate, if the rules for women are 
changed so that they are the same as those 
for men, all visitors will still be required to 
be escorted. Anyone found without an 
escort will be considered an intruder and 
will be charged with a residence 
violation." 
A bill was introduced in the Student 
Senate on Jan. 12 which called for a 
referendum to be held on the same day as 
student government elections will be held, 
March 2. The referendum was sent back to 
654-6990 
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committee,     because     there     were 
disagreements about when the referen- 
dum should be held and who would finance 
the referendum. 
As it now stands, the exact date on which 
had either sign-in or no sign-in policy; 
therefore,    there   will   be   an    annual 
University will have a chance to express 
their own opinions on the matter. Each 
dorm will determine its own policy con- 
cerning sign-in procedures. As Tyndle 
said. "These things are rightfully the 
things to be decided by the students." 
Placement Schedule 
Eligible students interested in 
scheduling interviews with prospective 
employers may begin signing up for ap- 
pointments, according to Al Mathiasen, 
placement director. 
The scheduling period will begin Mon- 
day in the placement library located on the 
seventh level, above the loggia, for in- 
terviews to be held Feb. 2-6. 
Further information may be obtained 
from the placement office also located on 
the seventh level, above the loggia (656- 
2152) 
Special Note; Students scheduling in- 
terviews should leave completed College 
Interview Forms in the placement office at 
the time of signing up so that the recruiters 
can review the forms prior to the 
scheduled interviews. 
Following tare changes in last week's 
schedule: On Wed., Jan. 28 and Thurs., 
Jan. 29, Action Peace Corps will interiview 
RPA, For, IM, AM, Acct, Econ, Agric Sci, 
Engr, Nurs, and Sciences majors. 
Also on Thurs., Jan. 29, FMC will in- 
terview Agric Sci majors and anyone 
interested in agric sales positions. 
Students should also be aware, ac- 
cording to Mathiasen, that information on 
summer jobs is available in the placement 
library. 
Interview Date 
Mon., Feb. 2 
Mon., Feb. 2 
Mon., Feb. 2 
Tues., Feb. 3 
Tues., Feb. 3 
Tues., Feb. 3 
Wed., Feb. 4 
Wed., Feb. i 
Wed., Feb. 4 
Wed., Feb. 4 
Wed., Feb. 4 
Thurs., Feb. 5 
Thurs., Feb. 5 
Thurs., Feb. 5 
Thurs., Feb. 5 
Fri., Feb. 6 
Fri., Feb. 6 
Company 
Atlie Chemical 
Canon International 
Harbert Construction 
Carolina Eastman 
Gold Kist 
Army Material Cmd. 
Exxon Company-USA 
Burlinqton Ind. 
NL Industries, Inc. 
Cities Service Co. 
Firestone 
Exxon Co.-USA 
Westinghouse 
Celanese Corp. 
Burlington 
Hoechot Fibers Ind. 
Lorwenstein & Sons 
Preferred Majors 
of Students 
MS Phd Textile; background in physical Chemistry 
IM, AM Text, TC 8. TT 
CE, ME 
EE, ME 
Acct., Agr. Econ., Agron. & Hort. 
Animal Ind., Agric. Eng., Chem E, IM 
Chem   E,  CE,  EE,  ME,   Initial   2  years  is  full-time 
graduate program 
Chem—Am, IM, RC, Text. Sci. and Tech.—Management 
trainee positions. 
BS,  MS-Chem   E,  ME,   Intersted  in   Production,   Ex- 
ploration, Referency, Exploration, Marketing, and R&D 
CVE—Schedule will open up to CHE &MEon Jan. 29 
EE,  ME,  Summer  Applicants   (Engr.  students)   sign 
waiting list 
BS—Am or Bus courses interested in retail sales mgmt. 
see Wed 
EE, ME—interested in Tech Mkting, Purchasing, Eng. 
Disign, Magmt., and Field Service Eng. 
Chem, CHE 
see Wed. 
Chem E, ME, Text. Tech. 
BS—Text, TC, TS, IM, Chem, CHE, ME, EE, ET 
referendum held. 
As for the matter of who will finance the 
referendum, the administration has 
agreed that the university will fund the 
the matter will be voted on has not been 
decided. Cox would like to see the 
referendum held as soon as possible. 
The referendum will be held annually. 
According to Colonel E. N. Tyndle, 
chairman of the affirmative action 
committee, it would be virtually im- 
possible to assign students to dorms which 
matter; the funds will not come out of the 
funds specified for student government. 
This matter concerned the senate because 
they feel that they are going to have a tight 
enough budget with the recent budget cuts. 
At any rate, the students of Clemson 
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Student survey reflects apathy, criticism 
by Ed Fern 
During the past week The Tiger asked 
100 Clemson University students what they 
thought of Clemson's athletic program. Of 
the 100 students that were polled there 
were 27 replies. The fact that 73 per cent of 
those polled had no opinion of our athletic 
program seems to be the major finding of 
the survey. The sample was taken ran- 
domly throughout the campus, and the 
apathy of the Clemson population came 
Ihrough as the single most disturbing 
factor on our campus. 
Of the 27 students that responded, there 
were many constructive statements made 
about the state of affairs of the Clemson 
Athletic Program. There were 15 
responses that generally acknowledged 
the Athletic Department as doing an 
adequate job, and 12 responses that 
criticized the department on one or more 
aspects of it's handling of Clemson's 
sports. 
Following are examples of the negative 
comments made about the Athletic 
Department. There will be no names 
following some of the student's quotes 
because all were free to respond to the poll 
anonymously. 
"I think the Athletic Department should 
spend it's mon^y more wisely. Instead of 
'buying' good athletes, they should use 
that money elsewhere and just let the 
athletes come here on their own. I also feel 
that Clemson athletes have special 
priveleges which are unfair to the other 
students. These include parking 
priveleges, dining services, and classes. 
Something should be done to put the 
athletes on the same level as the other 
students." Anonymous. 
Something like our recruiting violations, 
reflects of the whole school right up to the 
president. How can they expect the 
students to abide by the rules they set 
down if they can't abide by the rules which 
govern them?" William Jenkins, Senior. 
"Too much attention is placed on the 
team that is winning. If our team (per- 
taining to any sport) had a bad season, we 
turn our backs on them." Anonymous. 
"I don't think it is right for Clemson to be 
judged as a good school or a bad school 
depending on how the Tigers do 
athletically. Clemson's reputation as a 
university should be balanced both 
academically and athletically." 
Anonymous. 
"I believe most college athletic 
programs, especially Clemson's, have 
reached the status of big business and 
have become irrelevant to college life. 
They should abolish college athletics and 
replace them with comprehensive 
physical education and intramural 
programs." Alan Roy Shain, Senior. 
The fact that there were 73 "no 
opinions" in the survey may be a bit 
misleading. If 73 per cent of the people at 
Clemson didn't care about the Tigers, 
Death Valley and Littlejohn Coliseum 
would be sorry sights during the football 
and basketball season. This is obviously 
not the case. Clemson fans do generate a 
great deal of support for these sports. 
Minor sports have long been overlooked by 
the fans, and this fact was mentioned by a 
number of the students in the survey. 
Possibly the real attitude of Clemson 
fans can be summed up by looking at those 
quotes by Tiger supporters; 
"Speaking of probation, I think three 
years was too harsh. I think that if the 
NCAA would have dug around in other 
major universities, it could have plenty of 
evidence similar to what was found here. 
Most important of all are the fans. I agree 
with the critics in that Clemson fans will 
match, if not surpass any other fans from 
any other school in enthusiasm and sup- 
port." Douglas Bull, Senior. 
"Personally I think Clemson University 
athletics play a very vital part in the life, 
as well as the total outlook of the student 
body. Without these programs I see no way 
of promoting the type of school spirit 
which this university has been accustomed 
io." Anonymous. 
The Tiger would like to thank those who 
participated in this survey, and en- 
courages students, faculty, and supporters 
(as well as non-supporters) of Clemson to 
express their opinions by mailing them to 
the Sports Dept. c-o The Tiger, Box 209F, 
Univ. Slat., 29632. 
Women's b-ball 
"I think the thing that hurt me the most 
was the fact that we lost down there at 
home. I learned how to play ball there on 
!he same floor, and dressed in the same 
room," said Coach Kennerty King as she 
broke a small smile at the thoughts of her 
career in Charleston. 
There is little time for Coach King to 
think of the past, however. In the wake of a 
weekend which saw her team fall to a 
powerful College of Charleston team and 
an overtime victory over the Baptist 
College, both she and her women's Tiger 
learn are preparing to travel to Florence to 
participate in the Francis Marion College 
Invitational Tournament. The basketball 
coach is optimistic despite the fact that the 
learns which have defeated the girls are 
also in the Invitational field. 
"Anderson and the College of Charleston 
are tough teams. In fact, all the teams that 
will be there are good. North Greenville 
will be playing, and they only lost to 
Anderson by four points. Every game is 
going to be tough. But the girls are feeling 
good and I think we'll do well," King 
related. 
In regard to the previous weekend at 
Charleston, Coach King stated that the 
leam had an "off night." "We only shot 
thirty percent," she continued, "and we 
got a lot of bad breaks. We were only down 
by one point at halftime, but we cooled off 
and they (the College of Charleston) pulled 
il out. The loss was a team loss. 
"The game at Ihe Baptist College (won 
in overtime) was a bit tougher than, I 
thought. They had three tall girls, and we 
played game against them. But they had 
some good outside shooting, and they got a 
lol of points from the outside. We 
outrebounded them 52-40, but their 
shooting outside was really what kept the 
game close." 
Coach King stated that some players had 
a good weekend. Janet Forester had 32 
points against Baptist College. Janice 
Flatt and Vicky Burton had 12 and 9 points, 
respectively, against the College of 
Charleston. The girls' coach also felt that 
the entire team did a good job of 
recovering to defeat the Baptist College. 
"Everyone, I think, was kind of down 
after the losses to Anderson and the 
College of Charleston. We needed to get the 
victory before the tournament. The girls 
responded with a good win." 
In order to win the tournament, Coach 
King felt that the Tiger women will have to 
play their most aggressive basketball of 
the year. She stated that the Clemson team 
still has to "develop their killer instinct. 
During some of our recent practices, the 
girls have really been going all out. We are 
pleased with the attitudes that the girls 
have shown. We've had problems, and we 
probably will keep having some, but part 
of the excitement of life is conquering any 
obstacles that confront you. 
"I've told the girls that the most im- 
portant asset we can have is to be poised 
and to have confidence. The girls are 
optimistic and they generate a lot of en- 
thusiasm. We told the girls to have fun as 
well as play aggressively. The tournament 
ih going to be a chance to get a little 
revenge for our losses and to play some 
very good teams." And perhaps this will 
be a chance for Coach Kennerty King's 
Tigers to gain vengeance against her 
home town team. 
Ruggers start 
This Sun. opens ;he 1976 season for the 
Clemson Rugby Ciub. They will play 
against the Greenville Rugby Club at 
Greenville and the pubhc is invited. 
The Ruggers have held two intrasquad 
scrimmages during the past two weeks 
and hope to be prepared tor an exciting 
match at Greenville. Their first home 
match is against the Atlanta Rugby club 
on Feb. 1. 
Sports Schedule 
Jan. 23 
Basketball 
Women at Francis Marion Invitation 
Wrestling 
Men at College of Charleston 
Track 
All Comers meet at Knoxville 
Jan. 24 
Basketball 
Men at home against Virginia 7:30 p.m. 
Fencing 
Men at Washington 
Women at Atlanta 
Swimming 
Women at Brenau 12 p.m. 
Wrestling 
Men at Charleston 
Jan. 27 
Wrestling 
Men at S.C. 7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 28 
Basketball 
Men at home against Furman 7:30 p.m. 
Women at home against Furman 5:15p.m. 
Intramural s 
Intramural basketball will soon bd 
underway, and the winter schedule will be 
in full swing. Play will begin on Jan. 2fl 
with the competition going on in four) 
men's divisions and a women's bracket. In 
the men's play, there will be a freshman] 
upperclassmen, fraternity, and a graduate 
league while the women's play will go on in 
one league to determine the champion. 
The men's groups will wind down to the 
playoffs with each of the four leagues 
furnishing teams before the champion 
crowned. All of the basketball entries will 
be endeavoring to dethrone Les Frerea 
Noirs (the Black Brothers), the team thati 
has won the championship for the men's, 
division for the last two seasons. 
Intramural director Banks McFadden 
stated that the department is "looking 
forward to getting the basketball schedule 
going. We had some fine competition last] 
winter and we're looking for more of the 
same this year." 
The raquet ball tournament, which 
begins this week, has 65 men's entries as 
well as the women's entries and the con-l 
testants for the doubles competition. 
This past weekend the Clemson MenJs 
Bowling Club traveled to Athens, Georgia 
to take on the University of Georgia's 
bowling club. The Tiger Rollers lost the | 
five game match by a score of 62-28. 
Although the Tigers were beaten, theyl 
came away with the high game and high 
match. High game'went to Bob Seward 
and high match to Ken Gibson who totaled | 
942 points for the five game series. 
The Bowling Club has a home match this I 
Sat. afternoon at 2 p.m. against Tennessee. | 
Tennis clinic 
First year Clemson tennis coach Chuclj 
Kriese has announced that a tennis 
workshop has been scheduled, and the firsi 
weekly clinic will be offered on Sun., Janl 
25. The workshop will be open to Clemson 
University students only, and will be free! 
of charge. 
Tennis instruction will be provided bjl 
Coach Kirese and the members of the! 
Tiger varsity men's tennis team. All inj 
terested Clemson students are asked tq 
come to the A. Hoke Sloan Tennis Centeij 
on Sun., between the hours of 3 p.m. and l 
p.m. 
Women fencers 
Coach Bill Shipman of the Clemson 
University women's fencing team has 
reported that there are still some openings! 
available on the team, and has a.sked that! 
any girls interested in joining shouldl 
contact him at Jervey Athletic Center atl 
656-2101. Shipman stated that all the lady! 
Tigers are competing in their first year at| 
Clemson, with no previous experience. 
In competition during this past weekend,! 
the women's fencing team participated inl 
a five-way fencing meet held at Georgia! 
Southern College. Kathy Hay ward was I 
Clemson's lone female fencer to reach thel 
finals of the tournament. 
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TEAM EFFORT by Tigers has earned Clemson second place in the ACC. 
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GRADUATION 
CLEAR UP YOUR FUTURE IN THE 2 YEAR AFROTC PROGRAM. 
What's up after college? That question is enough to 
get a lot of young people down. 
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, 
too. But their immediate future (aad longer if they choose) 
is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a 
good job ... .Travel.Graduate level education. Promotions. 
Financial security. And really, lots more. 
If you have two academic years remaining, there's a 
great 2-year AFROTC program still available to you. Look 
into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. 
And pleasantly rewarded. 
For more information contact 
AFROTC, 
Tillman Hall 
656-3254/3255 
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC. 
ill-It the Tiger 
Consistency shown in Tiger victory 
by Don Kapp 
Last night, the Clemson basketball team 
managed what may well be the most 
impressive victory in the history of the 
school's basketball program. When viewed 
in perspective with the entire season to 
date, the win is especially significant. 
When the Tigers beat Maryland, they did 
it in convincting style., They played the 
number two team in the national rankings 
on the road. Most of the Terrapins' wins 
had been by considerable scoring margins. 
To make things tougher, the Tigers 
squandered away a lead and fell behind 
late in the game. As most Clemson fans 
know, in the past this has usually been the 
time for Clemson teams to cave in and add 
another digit to the loss column. 
The Tigers didn't choke, however, and 
this is what is so intriguing. After com- 
paring the Maryland game to an earlier 
game against North Carolina, one begins 
io wonder about what can be expected in 
the future. 
After listening to some of the resident 
"sports experts" who argue about the 
games each week in the Clemson canteen, 
it soon became obvious that just about 
everyone wanted a little more predic- 
tability on the part of the team. 
Some of the same people who, after the 
North Carolina game were ready to find a 
new coach, have decided that, Bill Foster 
is the man after all? 
He does seem to be here to stay. 
Foster is coaching what is probably the 
youngest tedam in the conference. Young 
teams are usually consistent only in their 
tendencies toward inconsistent play. 
Still, the fact remains that the Tigers are 
gradually reaching a certain level of 
stability. They are winning and their play 
seems to be improving considerably, 
despite periodic lapses. 
The head coach, even with more ex- 
perienced teams, was never able to 
achieve consistency, to say nothing of 
defeating nationally ranked teams on the 
road. 
The present team's emphasis on 
learn work has often been cited as the main 
reason for the ability of this team to 
respond when "the chips are down." It is 
becoming increasingly obvious that this is 
the case. 
A great deal of basketball is mental. 
When players get into the team concept, 
their mistakes (as well as their helpful 
contributions) get lost in the total effort. 
This takes the pressure off, and they 
perform better. 
Of course, this does not mean that the 
learn will always be able to overcome poor 
play by a few team members. Whenever 
Tree Rollins is matched up with North 
Carolina's Mitch Kupchak, for example, 
he begins to have problems. 
This is unfortunate, and may add to the 
final margin of defeat, but it is surely not 
the cause of defeat. In losing as well as in 
winning, this Clemson team is "together." 
Under these circumstances, consistent 
play and. possibly more big upsets seem 
certain. 
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Wrestlers still winless 
Last   weekend  saw   Coach   Adams' 
wrestlers drop three matches. Fri. night| 
the Tiger wrestlers lost to Southern Tech.' 
by a score of 37-12 and lost two matches 
Sat. afternoon to wrestling powers UT- 
Chattanooga and South Carolina State. 
As a first year varsity sport, the Tigers 
are having a rough go of it. The grapplers 
are nol giving however. Much im- 
provement will be seen from here on and 
*| We think this wirks movie is out of the years funniest 
m films. PI.IS In the next few weeks we will be offering von 
$S -:l DAYS OK T1IK CONDOR". -Ill STI.K". "SIIEHl.OCK 
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j:j:;i| Its the some two dudes from "Uptown Soluidoy Night" 
but this time theyte bock with kid dyn-o-milel 
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jimmiE WALKER 
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,r. <■>? Second Big Week! iso „~ 
■ wrestling will soon be a winning Tigei 
sport. 
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Swim teams pick up easy victories at Fike 
,*** 
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Yesterday the Tiger swim teams, both 
men and women, scored impressive 
victories over Emory College.- 
The women compiled seven first places 
during their meet, while the men came 
away with nine. The men showed good 
"depth by sweeping the first three events. 
The teams were happy with their wins but 
were not satisfied with their individual 
limes. 
The men see action against Georgia 
Tech at home on Jan. 30 and the women go 
io Columbia College on the same day. 
Downtown 
654-1719 
the #f# 
tiger ^* 
sports shop 
Several of our customers have told us 
how they wished they had checked with us before 
driving elsewhere to buy their sporting goods needs. 
Next time you are shopping for shoes, 
balk, fraternity wear, rackets, or want your racket 
restrung, drop by and see us. We may save you a 
lot of driving and most probably some money too. 
The Management 
ACC Basketball 
by Charles Jacobs 
Until the 1975-76 season, ACC tradition 
has decreed that three top teams (North, 
1
 Carolina, N.C. State, and Maryland) would 
struggle for the top glories of the con- 
ference, while the lower teams would 
crawl along, occasionally being aided by 
an upset of one of the major teams. The 
major talents chose the "better" schools, 
leaving the others to flounder in 
mediocrity. 
December of 1975 brought forth the idea 
that a few necessary changes were to be 
made. Wake Forest, a team with a less 
than admirable 2-10 mark in ACC com- 
petition last year, handed the Tar Heels of 
UNC and NC State's Wolfpack back to 
back defeats. Although the games did not 
count in the conference, they did shake up 
the national rankings. Further glory was 
added to the Demon Deacons with a 96-93 
victory over Maryland. They were 
rewarded with a fifth place standing in the 
nation's top twenty. 
The other "weaker" ACC teams were 
quick to respond. Duke came within scant 
points of unseating the perennial 
powerhouse, North Carolina. Lowly 
Virginia did what none of the power teams 
could — the Cavaliers upended Wake 
Forest. The greatest surprise in the ACC, 
however, has resulted from the team 
chosen by the experts to finish last. 
The Clemson Tigers began their ACC 
season in predicted fashion by bowing to 
North Carolina. The Tiger victory over 
Duke was less than convincing, and until 
Saturday night in Wi.nston-Salem it ap- 
peared that the Tigers might be consigned 
to basketball mediocrity. 
Suddenly, with the shooting of Greg 
Coles and an awakening Tree Rollins, the 
Tigers were contenders. They defeated 
Wake Forest at home, the first team to do 
so this year. 
As if to prove that the Tigers were in- 
deed contenders, Coach Bill Foster 
brought his team against second - ranked 
Maryland. The Terrapins and their coach 
Lefty Driesell had only a couple of weeks 
earlier defeated NC State. They were not 
supposed to be too concerned by young, 
sporatic teams such as Clemson. 
As expected, the Tigers remained close 
during the first half. Surprisingly, the}' 
were in the lead at halftime'. Early in the 
second half, they lost the lead and later 
regained it. With three minutes remaining 
in the game, the Tigers were leading. A 
furious Maryland rally, two blown lay-ups 
by Clemson, and a couple of missed bonus 
opportunities gave the Terrapins a final 
chance to pull the game out. 
But they lost it on a charging foul. 
The standings in the ACC reflect the 
confusion that is presently felt by the pre- 
season prognosticators. Maryland is now 
sixth in the conference above only Wake 
Forest. NC State is ranked above both 
Maryland and Wake, although the Pack 
has lost to both teams. Clemson has sur- 
prised many by landing in second place, 
and only North Carolina is where anyone 
predicted them to be. 
MUSIC MACHINE No. 3 
BENNY'S BLOWOUT 
Benny says, "Live music has no distortion and 
the Music Machine No. 3 has about the same. The 
Yamaha CR-400 is a real technological 
breakthrough with less than .1 per cent distor- 
tion. That's as low as the best most expensive 
receivers made five times less distortion than 
any other receiver in its class! After comparing 
speakers in every price range, I decided that the 
large Advents were the only speakers made for 
less than three hundred dollars each that cover 
the full musical bandwidth, have super accurate 
tone balance, and even wide dispersion for good 
stereo imaging. To complement the system I 
chose the B.I.C. '40 belt-drive turntable. Mat- 
ched with an Ortofon F-15 Professional cartridge 
it gets everything out of the groove but adds no 
sound of its own. Now Doc Severinson sounds like 
he's in my living room for hundreds less than 
thought I'd have to pay." 
YAMAHA      CR-400      NATURAL      SOUND 
RECEIVER 330.00 
B.I.C. 940 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE complete 
134.85 
ORTOFON F-15 PROFESSIONAL CARTRIDGE 
40.00 
LARGE ADVENT UTILITY SPEAKERS   240.00 
list price 744.85 
SYSTEM PRICE 
$690.00 
68.00 DOWN, 
59.00-AAO. 
(12 MOS.) 
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WEDDING INVITATIONS and announcements 
engraved and beauty graved. Calling cards, informal*, 
and stationery. One week delivery on wedding in- 
vitations. Call Isaqueena Services at 654-4804. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Vega with new engine, tires, & car- 
pet. Contact Brad at 656-7341. 
KID, cheer up! We'll go down together to Daisy Hill. 
Stretch. 
rtorma Jean's Coming. 
BLAKE— Thanks for the help. Chick and Bob. 
FOR SALE: AR XB-91 turntable, includes cueing, 
walnut base, dust cover, and a mounted Shure M 91ED 
Hi track cartridge. All only 4 months old. $125 or best 
offer. Call Dan at 656 7044. 
RIDE WANTED FROM GREENVILLE in the 
morning and back in the afternoon. If interested call 235- 
6142. 
LOST: one silver bracelet with 4 large links and no 
clasps. Reward offered. Call Lindsay at 656-6307. 
PHYLLIS'S TYPING SERVICE: Thesis, dis- 
sertations, termpapers, 15 years professional service, 
IBM executive typewriter. Call 639-62B1. 
OPEN SOON: The Omlet House next to Chanello's. 
Open 24 hours a day. 
FOR    A   PIZZA   TREAT 
Chanello's at 654-6990. 
that   can't, be   beat   call 
CLINT'S GULF SERVICE—Beginning Fri., there 
will be a free lube job with each oil change and purchase 
of an oil filter. Located on US 123 by-pass next to the 
Holiday Ynrt. 
! ■ 
FOR SAL?: Snow skis- Zenith arlberg metal skis; 203 
cm. with binding by Cobra. Toe release. Very Good 
condition. $60 a pair. Call 654 2802. 
THE TAE KWON DO club will hold classes Mon. and 
Wed. from.9-10:30 p.m. in the YMCA gym. 
ANGEL FLIGHT will hold a drop in Mon. at 8 p.m. in 
the basement of Byrnes. 
'■ '• ■ ■ 
CUSU presents Shawn Phillips in concert on Jan. 30 at 
8:30 p.m. in TilIman. Tickets are $2.50 in advance and $3 
at the door. 
THE DEPT. OF SERVICES will hold an organizational 
meeting Sun, at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Government 
building. 
GETTING MARRIED? When 1 in 4 marriages ends in 
divorce, isn't it worth 2 hours a week to have a life-long 
relationship? Interested couples should call the Union to 
register if you're thinking about marriage. 
400 YEARS; IN THE MAKING - "Catholics 
Americans" is an objective historical presentation of 
how Cath'olics came to America, how' they changed 
America, and how America changed therh/6 half-hour 
filmstrip presentations beginning at 9:30 a.m. and 7:30 
p.m. Tues, af Newman Hall (Sloan Street), 
V 
i 
Who was Norma Jean Baker? 
ABORTION AND 
BIRTH CONTROL 
Information And Referral-No Fee 
Referral Up To 24 Weeks. General 
Anesthesia. 
Vasectomy and Tubal Ligation 
Also Available. 
Free Pregnancy Test. Call PCS. 
Non-Prof it ... 
202-298-7995 
MINOR Auto Repair: reasonable rates: 7 years ex- 
perience. Call Louis at 6543565. 
LOST: thin bangle bracelet on Fri., Jan. 16. $10 reward. 
TAXES: For help with TAXES come by The Tax Clinic, 
510 N. First St. in Seneca. Phone 882-6774. 
FOR SALE: 10 speed Peugeot bike with quick release 
hubs, center pull Mafac brakes, Hutahinson tires, tool 
Kit and bike repair book. $150 firm Call 654-6902. ■ 
Goodbye, Norma Jean. 
TALENTED? Do you sing, dance, or play an in- 
strument? MU Beta Psi is now taking applications for its 
annual musical variety show. Auditions are to be held 
Feb. 25 26. Deadline for application is Feb. 20 at 4 p.m. 
Apply in person at 109 Daniel or 617 Strode. For ad- 
ditional information call 656 3043 before 4 p.m. and 654 
6824 after 6 p.m. 
FELLOWSHIPS from the Univ. of Ky., the Univ. of 
Tenn., and the Univ. of Ala. are available for students 
interested in a career in public administration. For in- 
formation and applications write to: Coleman B. Ran- 
sone, Jr., Educational Director, Southern Regional 
Training Program in Public Administration, Drawer I, 
University, Alabama, 35486. 
THE RPA department is sponsoring Camp Placement 
Day on Jan. 29 from 10 a.m.-12 p.m. and from 1 p.m.-5 
p.m. in the YMCA. Prospective counselors are urged to 
attend. 
AEDwill meet Tues. at 8 p.m. in Rm.M-104 Martin. 
THE NEWMAN CLUB will be sponsoring an Italian 
dinner on Feb. 4, a Mexican Fiesta on Feb. 18, and a 
meatless dinner on Mar. 3. These events will be held in 
the hall next to St. Andrew's Church at 6 p.m. 
CATHOLIC MASS has changed its time to 11:45 a.m. Sun. 
in Johnstone Chapel. 
UNION EVENTS 
FRIDAY 
SKI TRIP to Cataloochee, NC, leave Mell Hall parking lot at 4 
p.m., return by 2 a.m. Movie: "Lenny", 7 & 9 p.m , "Y" 
theatre, regular admission, through Sat. 
Videotape: "Eric Clapton and Cream concert" and "NFL 
Football Follies" shown daily on the Loggia through Jan. 25. 
SATURDAY 
ACU-I CHESS TOURNAMENT at the YMCA, register at 9 
WEDNESDAY 
SELF DEFENSE short course, "Y" gym on campus, sign up 
at Info Desk. 
THURSDAY 
THINKING  ABOUT  MARRIAGE  Short  course,   Rm.   1  of 
"Y",sign up at Info Desk. 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
FIRST AID short course, Rm. 2 of "Y", 610 p.m., sign up at 
Info Desk. 
COFFEEHOUSE  ACT:   Robin  &  Linda  Williams,  in  the 
"Gutter" located in the basement of YMCA, donation of 50 
cents, through Saturday, shows at 9,10,11 p.m. 
MOVIE: "The Klansmen", 7 & 9 p.m., regular admission at 
"Y" theatre, through Sat. 
MONDAY 
BEGINNING   GUITAR   short   course,   Rm.   164   Student 
Government Wing, 7-8 p.m., sign up at  Info Desk on the 
Loggia. 
ADVANCED GUITAR short course, Rm. 164 Student 
Government Wing, 8-9 p.m., sign up at Info Desk on the 
Loggia. 
MOVE: "The Good, The Bad, The Ugly" 7 & 9p.m., regular 
admission at the "Y" theatre, through Wednesday. 
MONEY talks short course, 7 9 p.m., Rm.2of "Y".Sign up at 
Info Desk. 
CAMPING SKILLS and Equipment short course, Rm. 1 of 
"Y", sign up at Info Desk, no charge. 
SQUARE DANCE short course, lobby of  Food  Industries 
Bldg. 7-9 p.m. sign up at Info Desk. 
When someone spends 
thirty ye;irs reminding people 
to he careful with fire, and he 
does it for no other reason 
than to save our forests, he 
makes a lot of friends 
Even if he's just •> bear. 
FOR PIZZAS 
& SUBS CALL 
From 
Noon'til Midnight 
Weekdays 
Noon 'til One 
i  Weekends 
Dine ln-Carry Out 
654-6990 
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS 
Camp Sea Gull and Camp Seafarer - North Carolina's nationally 
recognized coastal boys' and girls' camps on Pamlico Sound near 
Atlantic Beach and New Bern, 29th season. Camps feature sailing, 
motorboating and seamanship plus all usual camping activities 
(including skin-diving and golf course at Sea Gull and horseback 
riding at Seafarer). Opportunities for students (college men and 
women), coaches and teachers who are LOOKING FOR MORE 
THAN ''just another summer job!" Openings for NURSES CRN). 
June 8 - August 20. We seek highly qualified (ability to instruct in one 
phase of camp's program), dedicated and enthusiastic staff 
members with exemplary character and offer good salaries, room 
and board, plus the opportunity of sharing in a meaningful and 
purposeful experience. Quick answer upon receipt of a letter of 
application which should include a brief resume' of training, and 
experience in area(s) of camp program in which you are best 
qualified to instruct. Apply to Wyatt Taylor, Director, Camp Sea 
Gull-Seafarer, P.O. Box 10976, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605. 
CUNTS GULF SERVICE 
Beginning Fri., Jan. 23 
is offering 
a free lube job 
with an oil change and purchase of an oil filter. 
We also specialize in tune-ups, brakes, 
front end alignment, speed balancing, 
and electrical systems. 
WE ARE AN OFFICIAL S.C. 
HIGHWAY INSPECTION STATION, ALSO. 
Located on U.S. 123 by-pass next to the Holiday Inn. 
654-4142 
"On the hill above Clemson Jewelers" 
College Ave. 654-2132 Clemson 
Wed., Jan. 22 through Sat., Jan. 31 
MEN'S SHIRTS AND LADIES 
TOPS 
for the price of 
Men's and Ladies   JEANS 
over 35 different A « */ 
d.5 /O 
2 
styles 
JACKETS, 
BELTS 25-50% 
January 22,1976 m*M 
by R. Corbin Houchins 
E & J Gallo Winery 
THE BLIND LEADING TO FIND 
or 
How io be Your Own 
Consumer Guide 
Unlike Tolstoi's happy families, 
good wines tend to be good in 
their own special ways. One of 
the best ways to experience the 
various styles of quality—and not 
incidentally, to determine which 
wines are better than others—is 
a comparative tasting. 
Not only is comparative tasting 
more fun if you do it with a 
friend, it is more efficient. You 
need at least one other person in 
order to taste blind. "Blind" 
means tasting from glasses that 
are marked with letters or num- 
bers, knowing' only the general 
type of the wine, such as "non- 
vintage California burgundy." No 
blindfolds are involved. (A "dou- 
ble blind" tasting is conducted 
without any information at all 
about the wines other than what 
your senses adduce.) 
There's nothing esoteric about 
it. Arrange the time and place for 
a tasting with one to five friends. 
Have each person bring a sheet of 
white lined notebook paper, a 
pencil with an eraser and three 
identical clear glasses, preferably 
wine glasses. Obtain a grease pen- 
cil, a box of unsalted matzos and 
a bottle each of three wines you 
would like to compare. Mark the 
bottles 1, 2 and 3 and put them 
out of sight —in the refrigerator 
if they are white or pink. 
When the participants arrive, 
set a place for each, marking his 
three glasses 1, 2 and 3 with the 
grease pencil. Pour each glass 
about a third full of the appro- 
priately numbered wine. (If the 
bottles are not distinctive shapes, 
they can be covered with num- 
bered paper bags secured by rub- 
ber bands. Tasters will have to go 
uul of sigiii uuiine uie puui lug if 
the bottles aren't covered.) Any- 
one imf=.Yi:'nv with tasting 
should be given a brief explana- 
tion of the basic technique. 
Tell everyone the general kind 
of wine being tasted, then let a 
few minutes go by for looking, 
smelling, tasting and making 
notes. The matzos are for munch- 
ing between tastes to help clear 
the palate. Some people prefer a 
sip of water. 
After all are through jotting 
down their evaluations —and giv- 
ing the wines grades according to 
whatever system your school 
uses— you may want to vote on 
the favorite. Only after the voting 
are the wines reveaied, with, one 
trusts, a suitably dramatic flour- 
ish for the winner. 
Your tasting group should ro- 
tate the duty of procuring, mark- 
ing and pouring wines for subse- 
quent tastings so everyone gets a 
chance to taste blind. After you 
get the procedure down so it is 
hassle-free, you will probably 
want to increase the number of 
wines. Be sure to date your notes 
and keep them for future refer- 
ence, with the identities of the 
wines filled in. 
A less formal format, useful for 
party-size gatherings, lets people 
come up to a table and serve 
themselves from numbered mask- 
ed-bottles or pitchers into which 
the wine has been poured. I like 
to use ordinary ice water pitchers 
marked with a grease pencil. 
They serve the same function as 
traditional decanters and arc eas- 
ier' to clean and pour from. 
If you have a question on tast- 
ings or anything else involving 
wine, drop me a line at P. O. B ■: 
1130, Modesto, California 953..:! 
Questions and answers of genei ! 
interest will be prjnted in future 
columns. 
THfc TAfitA 
